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ABSTRACT
An examination of practices in secondary history education reveals widespread use of
content-coverage curriculum models despite a solid body of literature supporting use of
a curricular approach designed to teach for conceptual understanding. Further
examination also uncovers misunderstanding about what it means to include literacy
instruction in the social studies curriculum, which leads to a reluctance among
secondary teachers to include literacy instruction in their social studies classes. This
study explores the potential of a curriculum that integrates historical literacy
instructional strategies in a concept-based curriculum model.
Using the Understanding by Design framework, a curriculum unit was designed around
three core enduring understandings and four disciplinary skills. Students in the study
participated in three different, but related classrooms strategies to develop historical
literacy skills while focusing on conceptual learning goals. Students also completed
surveys and metacognitive assessments to share their perceptions of the impact of the
strategies on their learning. Analysis of this data was done by evaluating the depth of
understanding evident in student work in all three strategies, especially the unit core
performance assessment task.
Findings suggest that historical literacy taught within the context of a concept focused
curriculum produces far deeper understanding than approaches that emphasize content
coverage or do not purposefully direct literacy activities toward conceptual
understanding. Other impacts of the curriculum model and disciplinary literacy
strategies on student understanding are discussed, along with implications for future
research and classroom application.
Key words: Understanding by Design, backward design, conceptual understanding,
disciplinary literacy, historical literacy, document analysis, primary source analysis,
performance assessment, authentic assessment, Common Core State Standards for
Literacy in History
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Rationale
There is a clear paradox to those working in secondary history education: the
field of history is at once one of the most timelessly accepted subjects of study and one
of the most consistently challenged as irrelevant. While my local community quite
naturally accepts history education as a core subject and my administration requires
five semesters of coursework, my students demand justification. Why do we study
history? How does this apply to my life? While there are myriad answers to these
questions, the historian Peter N. Sterns provides a particularly articulate and
comprehensive answer. “History should be studied because it is essential to individuals
and to society, and because it harbors beauty.” Moreover, “history helps us understand
change and how the society we live in came to be” (Sterns, 1998, para. 5). History
teaches us personal lessons about our own identities, morality, and citizenship. The
professional field of history promotes and advances complex patterns and intellectually
challenging concepts that help us better understand our world and ourselves. Indeed,
there are countless appropriate answers. Unfortunately, one unacceptable answer
persists in the minds of my students: history is information to be memorized.
The danger in this limited, fact-based, ubiquitous view of history is that it
undermines the real lessons the subject has to offer and consistently misdirects the
efforts of history educators. The trouble with eliminating this view is that it is partially
correct, for how can one make connections, form opinions, and ultimately reach
conclusions without knowledge of the past? The juxtaposition between the history-asinformation-to-know view and the history-as-lesson-to-understand view reveals two
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perennial debates in education observed by Gardner (2000) – breadth vs. depth, and
accumulation vs. construction of knowledge. Particularly in the field of history,
professionals have long debated the merits of prioritizing a wide breadth of information
or instead opting for strategies that strive to build depth of knowledge. Likewise,
debates linger regarding the nature of learning: is it best understood as a collection of
stored information, or a constructed understanding? This thesis accepts – and aims to
further support – the belief that historical learning is constructed through in-depth
learning experiences.
While belief in a constructivist, in-depth study of historical concepts charges
teachers with a monumental mission, this is only one part of an even broader job
description. All teachers – including secondary history teachers – must help students
learn how to learn. The axiom that teachers must “teach students, not subjects,” tells
part of this story, as teachers must prioritize instruction in reading and writing in an
effort to provide students personal access to learning and cultivate a love of learning
(Moje, 1996). In addition to the aforementioned charge to history teachers to teach
historical concepts, they must also teach skills that allow students to continue to pursue
understanding after they leave the classroom.
The recently published Common Core State Standards for Literacy in History
(Common Core State Standards for English, Language Arts, & Literacy in
History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects, 2010) have nationally codified
what teachers have long known and research has consistently shown: literacy is at the
heart of all learning. Despite a general recognition of this truth, the modern push to
integrate literacy coaching into the content-area classroom has been characterized by
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reluctance on the part of teachers (Buehl, 2011). A major reason for resistance is that
secondary teachers tend to view what is being asked of them as basic reading and
writing instruction that falls clearly outside their role (Buehl, 2011). My own
experience suggests that such reluctance is further intensified from a sense of
overwhelming expectations related to the curriculum. The logic is flawed, yet
pervasive among social studies teachers. With each passing year the politicians add
new tests and benchmarks, the academics add new pedagogical frameworks and
methodologies, the administrators add new job responsibilities, and – to top it all off –
history itself accumulates additional significant people and events. The compounded
pressures to teach more fundamental literacy skills as well as provide in-depth
exploration into historical concepts can be viewed as competing – a recipe for
reluctance, or complementary – a strategy for success.
A paradigm shift toward a complementary view of literacy instruction and
teaching for historical understanding holds immense potential for student learning. For
that to occur, however, more research must demonstrate the best practices for learners
to develop reading and writing through historical concepts and develop historical
understanding through disciplinary literacy. This qualitative investigation is intended
to make a step in that direction by focusing on the latter; it is an individual exploration
into how literacy instruction grounded in the discipline, contributes to the chief goal of
teaching for historical understanding. It is an endeavor to support a shift from the
axiom, “teach students, not subjects,” to “teach students subjects.” A curriculum design
approach that integrates historical literacy into the fundamental curricular goals,
assessment tasks, and instructional methods may go far beyond simply breaking
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teacher's reluctance to teach literacy, it may finally present the discipline to students as
holding important and personal lessons worthy of interest and understanding.
Teaching Context
This study was conducted at the sole high school serving a small Wisconsin
school district. The district includes a small city and several small rural townships. In
addition to rural influences such as agriculture, a state university in the city has a
notable effect on school culture.
I am one of three social studies teachers at the high school and I serve as
department chairperson. I teach Advanced Placement U.S. Government and Politics
(open to 11th and 12th grade students), an Introductory Psychology course (12th grade),
and a World History and Geography course (9th grade). This study was conducted
during my second year teaching at this school, my fifth year teaching high school social
studies. During this school year, I was one of two instructors for the World History and
Geography course – the course in which this study was conducted.
Official enrollment for the 2011-2012 school year was 462 students (WINSS,
2012). The school population has shrunk dramatically in the past two decades, with a
loss of approximately one hundred students per decade. The attendance rate last school
year was 95.4% (WINSS, 2012).
WINSS (2012) reports that 28.8% of students enrolled at the high school in the
2011-2012 school year were economically disadvantaged.
The school population is predominantly Caucasian (90.5%). There are very
small populations of African-American students (3.7%), Asian students (2.2%), and
Hispanic students (1.7%) (WINSS, 2012). Ninety-eight point five percent of students
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are proficient in English (WINSS, 2012).
According to WINSS (2012), 16% of students in the high school have been
identified as having disabilities. Learning disabilities (LD) were listed at 7.1%,
cognitive disabilities (CD) at 2.4%, and emotional and behavioral disabilities at 1.1%
(WINSS, 2012). A remaining 5.2% have an undocumented primary disability (WINSS,
2012).
This study included 64 ninth grade, World History and Geography students in
three subgroups: 18 students in third hour, 20 students in fourth hour, and 26 students in
seventh hour. The participants generally reflect the demographics of the school.
Students included represent a broad spectrum of skills and abilities. Students with
leaning disabilities and cognitive disabilities – six with individualized education plans
(IEPs) – as well as intellectually gifted students were a part of this study. This sample
is representative of schools throughout the surrounding area and around the state.
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH QUESTIONS
How does a social studies curriculum that emphasizes conceptual understanding
rather than content coverage impact student comprehension of content knowledge
and the development of literacy skills?
I will plan and implement a curriculum unit that focuses assessment and
instruction on enduring understandings, big ideas critical to the topic of study, to help
students develop in-depth conceptual knowledge of historical content. A backward
design approach to curriculum planning will be used to ensure learning activities
present content in context and build toward success on assessments that reflect
historical understanding.
What is the impact of specific instructional strategies on the development of
students’ historical understanding and literacy?
Following a review of the literature on disciplinary literacy, I will select and
employ three strategies which are best suited to introduce students to, and provide
practice in, the literacy skills applicable to professional historical analysis. These
strategies, which will emphasize analysis of primary and secondary documents,
synthesis of multiple sources or perspectives, and the use of evidence to support
conclusions, will be studied for their impact on student literacy and historical
understanding.
How does instruction in disciplinary literacy contribute to the development of
historical understanding?
Writing is not only an opportunity for students to demonstrate understanding, it
is an opportunity for students to develop understanding. As students take part in
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several reading and writing tasks throughout the unit, they will naturally engage the
course content in a deeper and more meaningful way than through more traditional
content coverage strategies dominated by direct instruction and selected-response
assessment. By providing instruction and practice in the literacy skills relevant to
professional academic writing in the discipline of history, students will write into a
deeper understanding of the historical concepts of the course curriculum.
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction: Reevaluating the Social Studies Curriculum
While professional education has consistently changed and adapted to meet the
needs of the learners and the goals of the institution, it seems clear that today's
education system is in a state of accelerated change. Modern education is faced with
big questions about the purposes of schooling and the best teaching practices to meet
the goals of schooling. One of the reasons these issues seem larger today than ever is
that educators are struggling to keep up with a rapidly changing world. Because
education must be designed to prepare learners for an unforeseeable future, it has
always been difficult. Now, in a world increasingly dominated by digital tools and
characterized by accelerating technological change, determining appropriate
educational goals and selecting best practices to meet those goals is both more difficult
and more important than ever.
While not all researchers and practitioners agree on what these necessary
changes are, most do agree that American education is in need of significant updating
in order to reach the needs of modern learners (Beers, 2011; Jacobs, 2010; Wiggins,
2005). In her introduction to Curriculum 21: Essential Education for a Changing
World, Jacobs (2010) claims that “we need to overhaul, update, and inject life into our
curriculum and dramatically alter the format of what schools look like to match the
times we live” (p. 2). Unfortunately, while most other fields have moved forward, the
field of education has remained pre-modern and continues practices that “stem from an
age in which few people graduated from school, fewer still went to college, and where
higher education was preparation for a handful of folks destined for a life of
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scholarship, the priesthood, or law” (Wiggins, 2005, p. 27). Some of this updating is
needed to directly match with the times, such as improving technological literacy, but
other commonly suggested changes, such as emphasizing critical thinking and
reevaluating what literacy skills are important, are an indirect consequence of how the
digital age is changing education (Crossman, 2012). There may be important
disagreements about how to reinvent and revive education for the next generation, but
it is important to note the long recognized need for improvement and the common call
for reevaluation and progress (Ravitch, 2010). Educational research does reveal
patterns that point to areas where education can be improved, and will be investigated
through the lens of history education in two main themes through this literature review:
teaching for conceptual understanding and disciplinary literacy.
The goals of curriculum design popularized by Wiggins and McTighe in
Understanding by Design – determining “what it is we want students to know and be
able to do” (p. 2005, p. 17) before determining instructional strategies has become
well-respected and widely popular among teachers and researchers (Jacobs, 2010). I
believe that Understanding by Design (UbD), which holds conceptual understanding,
as opposed to content coverage, as the purpose of curriculum provides a solid
foundation on which to build excellent instructional best practices and maximize
student learning. Part I of this literature review is an extensive investigation of the
power of teaching for conceptual understanding through the lens of the UbD model and
a discussion of its benefits when applied in the classroom.
Part II of this literature review explores the need for historical literacy
instruction and some of the strategies used to facilitate disciplinary literacy. The
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recently released Common Core State Standards (CCSS), which “represent a synthesis
of the best elements of standards-related work to date and an important advance”
toward the goal of ensuring all secondary school graduates are college or career ready
in literacy (Common Core State Standards for English, Language Arts, & Literacy in
History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects, 2010), demonstrate the
collective interest in improving literacy across the content areas and raising the
standards of expectation. While the CCSS provide a convincing rationale for improved
literacy instruction and a clear and comprehensive set of standards, they do not
necessarily help determine best practices in providing literacy instruction. For
classroom application, I look to Buehl (2011) and others (Wineburg, 2004; Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008; Goudvis & Harvey, 2012) to understand how secondary literacy
instruction must build on basic literacy and provide contextualized and disciplinespecific reading and writing experiences. Part II will discuss how the CCSS set a new
standard for literacy in the history classroom, review the literature on the nature of
historical thinking and literacy, and finally, provide an overview of strategies that can
be used to help develop historical literacy in secondary education.
Part I: Teaching for Conceptual Understanding
Best practice in social studies suggests that the focus of curriculum, instruction,
and assessment should be on conceptual development rather than content coverage.
While content-coverage models continue to influence teachers through content
standards, textbooks, modeling of other teachers, and testing, it has become
increasingly clear that our goal as teachers must be to teach for conceptual
understanding (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005; Erickson, 1998). One model that has
exceptional potential to move teachers beyond content coverage is Understanding by
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Design (UbD), which emphasizes backward-designed curriculum centered on important
concepts known as “enduring understandings” – ensuring that the curriculum remains
focused on what is truly most important to the overarching goals of the course and that
instruction and assessment offer students opportunities for deep understanding (DeHart
& Jones, 2008).
Wiggins and McTighe begin their discussion of backward design in
Understanding by Design by observing, “teachers are designers” (2005, p. 13). It is
critical that teachers recognize this role and strive to design curriculum, assessments,
and instructional experiences for a specific audience and toward specific purposes.
Wiggins and McTighe compare the work of curriculum design to travel planning – “our
frameworks should provide a set of itineraries deliberately designed to meet cultural
goals rather than a purposeless tour of all the major sites in a foreign country” (2005, p.
14). The same authors have broadened their appeal to school-wide and district-wide
applications, arguing that “the high school curriculum should start with the long-term
goals of schooling – meaning making and transfer of learning” (Wiggins & McTighe,
2008, p. 37). In short, teachers must begin with specific and clear post-secondary goals
in mind – both for entire courses and for each individual unit – if students are to obtain
knowledge and skills relevant to their future endeavors.
The common alternative to teaching for conceptual understanding using
backward design is the content-coverage model, in which social studies teachers begin
curriculum planning by selecting a topic or historical era and considering all the factual
content associated with the time or topic that may be taught in the unit (DeHart &
Jones, 2008). The superiority of the UbD model is evident in the many significant
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shortcomings to the content-coverage model. First and foremost, the content-coverage
model lacks context and logical development, making meaningful understanding and
transfer of knowledge difficult or impossible (Wiggins & McTighe, 2008). Attempting
to teach all the content associated with a unit topic places teachers in a “content
coverage conundrum,” in which they must attempt to teach an unlimited amount of
information in a limited amount of time (DeHart & Jones, 2008). When teachers take
on this impossible task, they often choose a direct instruction approach in an effort to
ensure all of the content covered in the textbook gets mentioned. The fundamental
problem with this thinking is that it elevates the goal of content “mentioning” over
student knowledge retention. Ultimately, the given rationale for covering breadth – as
opposed to depth – of content undermines the result, as students retain less content
information than from lessons which prioritize depth and personal construction of
knowledge (DeHart & Jones, 2008). The content-coverage approach reflects the
outdated nature of our schooling, as it essentially “implies that the job of teacher is to
teach irrespective of results,” a view of teaching that “stems from the era prior to the
printing press” (Wiggins, 2005, p. 26). Finally, a lecture-based high school history
course in which a primary goal of the teacher is to “tell” students history contributes to
the popular but faulty belief that history is an objective science, a study of political
elites, and unrelated to present issues and concerns (Collins, 2011). Furthermore, the
content-coverage approach leads students to believe that learning history is done
through rote memorization and recitation (Lewy, Wolff, & Shavit, 1974) and generally
leads to the perception that history is a boring, irrelevant, and an unnecessary exercise
in learning trivia.
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It is not a question of whether teaching content is important – most teachers
would agree, it is – but rather a question of how content should be organized and
contextualized , and which content is helpful in developing truly transferable
conceptual knowledge and skills (Gardner, 2000). Content-coverage models of
teaching often emphasize additional information at the expense of developing deeper
understanding of what the content means, how it applies in similar situations, or why it
is worthwhile; while teaching for understanding places construction of meaning and the
ability to transfer knowledge at the center of learning and ensures content is used to
equip students with the necessities to be successful in the future (Wiggins & McTighe,
2008). This future, we can assume, will require students to work toward intellectual
accomplishments that are “worthwhile, significant, and meaningful,” like the work
done by professionals (King, Newmann, & Carmichael, 2009, p. 23), not memorize and
recall specific facts.
Teaching for understanding is a goal reinforced by current technological trends.
The digital information age has demonstrated a clear necessity for dropping the focus
on breadth of content to pursue in-depth knowledge that allows learners to examine
meaning, patterns, and connections. The digital age can be characterized as the
outsourcing of memory to machines – the mass storage of information online
demonstrates clearly that content-coverage education is outdated and that teaching for
critical thinking and other skills that will remain solely the domain of humans must be
emphasized. During the age of print, we thought of knowledge as “fixed and
hierarchical” and defined by the experts, but in the digital age, “knowledge creation is
fast, fluid, and far more democratic” (Cookson, 2009, p. 12). As technological tools
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change what is possible, teachers must redefine what is critical to teach and adapt our
instruction to help students reach their potential. Not only does this mean emphasizing
conceptual understanding rather than content coverage, it also means teachers must
cultivate 21st century skills such as collaboration, critical thinking, and problem
solving, to help students in a future where skills and knowledge are inextricably
intertwined (Rotherham & Willingham, 2009). As young people become more
accustomed to easily accessing a growing compilation of the world's knowledge online,
continuing to teach using already outdated methods will surely “make even less sense
in the future,” and will be even more clearly anachronistic (Gardner, 2000, p. 126).
While easy accessibility of information online certainly does contribute to the case for
teaching toward conceptual understanding and generalizable skills, there is a broader
rationale – the world has changed and schools have struggled to adapt to this change.
Since technology can now do the work of accessing and storing information,
teachers must rethink the very process of teaching for understanding and consider what
it looks like when a learner “understands.” Wiggins and McTighe recognize that “the
word understanding has various meanings” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 82), but
they also advocate curriculum design where teachers start by determining what they
want students to understand. Keene has articulated “the dimensions of understanding”
to better explain the nature of understanding. According to her view, based upon
observations of students and analysis of her own thinking, we understand when we:
“concentrate intensively, dwell in ideas, struggle for insight, manipulate our thoughts to
understand more completely, explore as renaissance learners, discuss, [and] create
models to help us remember” (Keene, 2007, p. 35). In short, when we understand, we
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go far beyond rote memory practice and engage with concepts in-depth and
communicate our constructed knowledge.
The Understanding by Design model generally accepts this constructivist view
of understanding, but also holds that “understanding is multidimensional and
complicated” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 84). Recognizing the multi-faceted nature
of understanding, the UbD framework suggests a six-sided view that “when we
understand, we:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Can explain – via generalizations or principles, providing justified and
systematic accounts of phenomena, facts, and data; make insightful connections
and provide illuminating examples or illustrations.
Can interpret – tell meaningful stories; offer apt translations; provide a
revealing historical or personal dimension to ideas and events; make the object
of understanding personal and accessible through images, anecdotes, analogies,
and models.
Can apply – effectively use and adapt what we know in diverse and real
contexts – we can “do” the subject.
Have perspective – see and hear points of view through critical eyes and ears;
see the big picture.
Can empathize – find value in what others might find odd, alien, or implausible;
perceive sensitively on the basis of prior direct experience.
Have self-knowledge – show metacognitive awareness; perceive the personal
style, prejudices, projections, and habits of mind that both shape and impede our
own understanding; are aware of what we do not understand; reflect on the
meaning of learning and experience” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 84).

These “six facets of understanding” are a critical component of the Understanding by
Design model, as they guide teachers in thinking about which instructional strategies
and assessments are best suited to develop or demonstrate understanding. When a
teacher knows what understanding of a unit topic looks like, he or she can then design a
learning experience toward that end. Instead of letting content determine goals, “the
backward design process reevaluates the role of content in the curriculum, placing it as
an element in the overall goal of learning – enduring conceptual understanding”
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(DeHart & Jones, 2008, p. 17).
The backward design model advocated by Wiggins and McTighe (2005)
suggests that curriculum units be planned in three distinct stages: (1) identify desired
results, (2) determine acceptable evidence, and (3) plan learning experiences and
instruction. In identifying desired results, teachers begin by asking, “What should
students know, understand, and be able to do? What content is worthy of
understanding? What enduring understandings are desired?” (Wiggins & McTighe,
2005, p. 17). “Enduring understandings,” core concepts which serve as unit goals that
assessments will measure and instruction will be directed toward, must be selected in
the first stage of curriculum planning to ensure priorities are clear and appropriate.
Wiggins and McTighe explain enduring understandings as “big ideas” which serve as a
conceptual foundation on which to build a curriculum unit. According to Erickson
(1998), “big ideas” are “broad and abstract, represented by one or two words, universal
in application, timeless—carry through ages, [and] represented by different examples
that share common attributes” (p. 35). In selecting enduring understandings and core
performance assessments, social studies teachers must consider at least two critical
aspects: the concepts most central to the discipline and key literacy skills necessary to
authentically engaging in the discipline, such as those codified in the Common Core
State Standards for literacy in social studies.
According to Wiggins and McTighe, keeping students focused on the enduring
understandings requires posing unit “essential questions,” which are designed to
“connect [ideas] and bring meaning to all the discrete facts and skills” (2005, p. 105).
The point of using essential questions, in both writing curriculum and executing
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instruction, is to “stimulate thought, to provoke inquiry, and to spark more questions”
and offer opportunities for students to make new and meaningful connections with the
concepts (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 106). According to McTighe and Wiggins
(2013), essential questions – which can be overarching questions that guide an entire
unit or topical questions that facilitate close examination in a specific lesson – play a
critical role in curriculum because they ask students to “continuously examine so as to
'come to an understanding' of key ideas and processes” (p. 14).
Essential questions do more than simply remind students of the big ideas by
challenging them or providing essay prompts; essential questions model disciplinary
thinking and investigation. Essential questions can go to the heart of a problem or topic
within a discipline. “Thus, we can say that each academic field can be defined by its
essential questions” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 107). When historical
investigations are modeled and recreated through questioning, as opposed to
summarized or explained by a textbook or lecturer, students ultimately gain the
perspective of the historian. Essential questions can “enable [students] to draw on [the
historian's] modes of thinking to understand their world” (Gardner, 2000, p. 118).
Essential questions are largely shaped by the disciplinary approach; they reflect the
form of questioning experts in a field such as history use to investigate and critique
others' investigations. “Only if armed with some notion of how historians work will a
student be able to makes sense of the various claims made about, say the causes of the
Vietnam War or the character of Martin Luther King, Jr.” (Gardner, 2000, p. 125). And
only if essential questions are consistently and appropriately used in history courses to
connect instruction to enduring understandings will students obtain some notion of how
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historians work.
Using enduring understanding and essential questions as the basis for
curriculum planning does not render content decisions moot. Indeed, concept-based
teaching raises difficult questions about the inclusion of content. Use of the
Understanding by Design framework, or any approach advocating “backward design,”
forces teachers and curriculum designers to answer the formidable question, “What
content is most worth teaching?” While there are surely many different factors
influencing teachers' answers to this question, Wiggins and McTighe have suggested
four broad “screens” which point teachers toward the most important content to
address. The first, “Is the topic potentially interesting to students?” must not be
overlooked (Harvey & Daniels, 2009, p. 166). Ivey and Broaddus showed that teachers
must find out which topics within the subject were most interesting and begin with
those to hook students into the discipline and course (in Harvey & Daniels, 2009). The
second “screen” through which content must “pass” to ensure a place in the curriculum
is, “Does the topic lie at the heart of the discipline?” (Harvey & Daniels, 2009, p. 166).
This question is particularly crucial in connecting content to enduring understandings
and ensuring content provides students a better understanding of the field as a whole.
The third and fourth “screens” are, “Does the subject require uncovering?” and “Does
the subject connect with everyday life? Does it have practical, immediate applications
to the world we live in?” (Harvey & Daniels, 2009, p. 166).
These questions are equally critical; all four questions are often on the minds of
students and underlie student motivation and perceptions of authenticity. Content that
does not require uncovering may be superficial, while content that specifically requires
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uncovering often represents widespread misconceptions in the academic field that must
be included in the classroom. If content passes through these “screens,” it represents
the core content most important to include in units designed around big ideas and most
applicable to students developing an understanding of a discipline.
The second stage of the UbD backward design model is determining acceptable
evidence. After the unit's enduring understandings and essential questions have been
decided, the teacher must “think like an assessor” and ask, “How will we know if
students have achieved the desired results? What will we accept as evidence of student
understanding and proficiency?” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 18). This stage of the
UbD process is the least similar to the conventional content-coverage model because it
obligates the teacher to craft a valid assessment based solely on unit goals and enduring
understandings prior to instruction, as opposed to writing an assessment based mainly
on the content has been covered at the conclusion of a unit.
While there are myriad methods for assessing student understanding, the UbD
model and other research (Stiggins, 2007; Wiggins, 1997) points to performance
assessment as most effective. Gardner acknowledges that understanding might “occur
in mental representations, between the ears” (2000, p. 129), but still argues that only
when students “have multiple opportunities to apply their knowledge in new ways are
they likely to advance toward enhanced understanding in their schoolwork and in their
lives beyond the schoolhouse walls” (2000, p. 128). Furthermore, how can a teacher
acknowledge and assess understanding not communicated?
Answering this question, Gardner points out that although we typically “think of
understanding as an internal event,” schooling must include the opportunities for
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“performance of understanding” (2000, p. 128). There are many occasions in which
other forms of assessment fit the needs of the teacher and student, but often it is
performance assessment that is best suited to reflect a student's understanding.
Performance assessment best fits the UbD model because it is more authentic and
relevant to students than traditional alternatives, it provides an opportunity for the
student to learn through the assessment, and it is considerably more valid in
determining if a student has achieved conceptual understanding (Wiggins, 1997;
Stiggins, 2007).
Just as it is a worthwhile question to ask “What should we teach?” when it
comes to curriculum, it is essential to ask “What, and how, should we assess?” While
the answers to these two questions are similar, it is important to reflect on the goals and
methods of assessment specifically. Assessments must not merely measure student
memory of facts, they must reflect broader skills necessary to thrive in the 21st century.
According to Sternberg, assessments should challenge students to engage skills such as
“creativity, common sense, wisdom, ethics, dedication, honesty, teamwork, hard work,
knowing how to win and how to lose, a sense of fair play, and lifelong learning”
(2008). These critical capabilities can best become part of the learning experience
through quality performance assessment that helps students both develop and
communicate understanding.
Performance assessment goes beyond other forms because it fundamentally
shifts the purpose of assessment from mere measurement to an opportunity to continue
learning. Assessment for learning, as opposed to assessment of learning, gives students
an opportunity to work toward an identified goal, self-assess, accept feedback, and
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make needed adjustments to continue making progress (Stiggins, 1997). Perhaps most
importantly, according to Stiggins, performance assessment for learning cultivates a
mindset of success in learners because they are consistently able to turn failure into
success (1997). Quality assessments that allow students to both continue learning and
find success must have a clear purpose, clear learning targets, sound design, effective
communication of results, and encourage student involvement in the process
(Chappuis, Chappuis, & Stiggins, 2009). Performance assessment is best suited to
meet these requirements.
Performance assessments can serve as evidence of “authentic intellectual work,”
which is defined as the construction of knowledge, through disciplined inquiry, to
produce discourse, products, or performances that have value beyond school (King,
Newmann, & Carmichael, 2009). In short, authentic intellectual work is engaging with
the discipline in the classroom the same way professionals engage in the real world.
When students engage in authentic intellectual work, they must analyze disciplinary
concepts and then articulate understanding through elaborated written communication
that has connections to the real world and students' lives – in other words, they are
doing history. Performance assessment can provide an opportunity to see the real work
of historians modeled and to see how the coursework relates to larger disciplinary skills
and concepts. Students are motivated by following a performance model, so “students
ought to be exposed from the start to examples of understanding, and should be given
ample opportunities to practice and perform their own understandings” (Gardner, 2000,
p. 129). Excellent assessment for understanding naturally moves the teacher from the
second to the third stage, as authentic performance assessments help students develop
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knowledge and skills as part of the demonstration.
An added benefit of performance-based assessment integrated as a thread
throughout a unit is its potential to transform a student's attitude toward learning and
success. Dweck's (2006) research demonstrates that people tend to fall into one of two
mindsets: a “fixed” mindset in which intelligence and other abilities are perceived as
set and therefore success and achievement is essentially predetermined, or a “growth”
mindset in which intelligence and other abilities are perceived as qualities that can be
cultivated through effort, and therefore success and achievement are reachable goals for
anyone willing to work toward those ends. Mindset generally stays consistent when
not challenged, but it can be flexible and change based on experience. Mindset can be
specific to different skills or disciplines, which means that students tend to enter the
secondary social studies classroom with either a “fixed” or “growth” social studies
mindset and their continued experiences in the social studies impact the maintenance or
reevaluation of their original mindset (Marzano et al., 2013). In a unit which concludes
with a summative unit test, the evaluation is perceived as a final reflection of
knowledge of the given topic, and the test perpetuates a fixed mindset. In a unit in
which summative assessments are student products or performances built throughout a
unit's learning experiences and that students have had an opportunity to consistently
revisit and revise, the evaluation is perceived as a reflection of student improvement,
and facilitates the development of a growth mindset. Performance-based assessment is
not only a more valid assessment of the knowledge and skills students have learned, it
cultivates a growth mindset about learning and achievement that makes it more likely
for students to be able to demonstrate knowledge and skills in future endeavors.
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The potential for differentiation is another notable benefit to organizing
instruction around a performance task. With the UbD approach to curriculum planning,
summative performance assessment is also naturally formative, as it builds in
opportunities for students to both self-assess and accept teacher feedback to make
improvements and ultimately find success before the task is finalized. Performance
assessment, therefore, includes differentiation naturally at every step of the learning
process. A quality performance task allows teachers to differentiate based on student
interests, readiness, and learning profiles because it allows students to personalize their
own learning, work at a level appropriate to their abilities, and make choices about how
they communicate their understanding (Tomlinson, 1999).
Finally, the third stage of backward design is the selection of learning activities
best suited to help students explore the most critical enduring understandings and be
successful on the core assessments. By saving the instructional phase of the planning
for last, the teacher avoids the “twin sins” of design: “activity-focused teaching and
coverage-focused teaching” (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005, p. 3). Instead of allowing a
“fun” activity or the pressure to cover content shape the unit, the learning activities are
designed or selected solely with the predetermined end results in mind, which provides
focus and context for all lessons. A learning activity chosen specifically as an engaging
and effective means by which to move students from where they are toward
understanding of the essential concepts takes on considerably more meaning (Wiggins
& McTighe, 2005). Furthermore, when learning activities are understood to be a means
to the ends, it is much easier to envision and implement differentiated instructional
methods that ensure that all learners have an opportunity to “own” the content and
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construct personal understanding (Tomlinson, 1999).
When selecting learning activities to help students complete the performance
task and construct the unit's enduring understandings, teachers must carefully choose
the most effective and engaging lessons. Wiggins and McTighe (2005) suggest that
lessons are both effective and engaging when they have clear direction, hook students,
are well organized, enable and equip students to be successful in assessments, integrate
reflection and time for student revision as well as self-assessment, and allow for
differentiation. While all are important elements of the planning process, it is worth
highlighting the importance of skill-based elements in planning learning activities to
ensure classroom tasks truly enable and equip students to be successful in assessments.
With these considerations in mind, teachers can create or select the best learning
activities to help their students develop the desired understandings and improve
performance.
Teaching for conceptual understanding may take very different forms depending
on the discipline, so it important to consider how UbD specifically applies to teaching
history. As opposed to comparing the content-coverage approach to teaching for
conceptual understanding, Mansilla and Gardner see a similar dichotomy they refer to
as “two colliding views of what it means to understand history...” which are learning
“subject matter” versus “teaching different disciplines and disciplinary thinking” (2008,
p. 14). The curriculum goals broadly defined as “big ideas” and “enduring
understandings” in the Understanding by Design framework can also be understood as
“the disposition to interpret the world in the distinctive ways that characterize the
thinking of experienced disciplinarians” such as historians (Mansilla & Gardner, 2008,
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p. 15). In this discipline-oriented view, the concepts that are most important for
students to understand are those that facilitate thinking and communicating within the
discipline. The UbD framework and teaching for disciplinary thinking are not entirely
similar, but there is considerable overlap in that they both call on educators to move
from memorization to critical thinking. One of the key contributions of Mansilla and
Gardner's disciplinary thinking model is the emphasis it places on cognitive processes
and literacy skills necessary within the discipline. In history, “a disciplinary approach
considers the types of sources consulted, such as letters, newsletters, and accounting
and demographic records. It also assesses whether conflicting accounts could be
integrated into a more comprehensive explanation” (Mansilla & Gardner, 2008, p. 17).
In viewing the UbD approach through the lens of the discipline, we create a view of
curriculum that seeks to teach both predetermined enduring understandings and the
cognitive and disciplinary processes used by professionals to determine such
understandings.
While Understanding by Design is exceptionally effective in focusing a
curriculum, which leads to students attaining in-depth conceptual understanding, a
second paradigm shift is necessary for achieving both conceptual understanding and
disciplinary expertise. To make the second paradigm shift, social studies educators
must teach literacy skills, as literacy is at the heart of learning in every subject area
(Connected Learning Coalition, 2010). Literacy as the core of education is not a new
observation, but it is one often forgotten and one that needs serious reevaluation in the
social studies field. The social studies classroom must adjust to the incredible pace of
change and look to the future, which means, rather than the traditional focus on content,
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we need to emphasize effective habits of thinking, 21st century forms of communication
and collaboration, and other skills and literacies. Effectively teaching the social studies
means teaching disciplinary thinking and literacy skills, such as using primary and
secondary sources to go beyond the historical narrative and explain events and
phenomena (Gardner, 2000). While social studies teachers are increasingly recognizing
the need to teach for conceptual understanding of knowledge, they may not have made
a corresponding shift in their thinking about instructional strategies targeting skills and
literacy. A detailed discussion of the importance of teaching for disciplinary literacy
along with conceptual understanding follows.
Part II: Disciplinary Literacy
As teachers move from a content coverage curriculum model to a conceptual
understanding model, they must also shift their approach in literacy instruction to
ensure students have the skills to meaningfully engage with and communicate social
studies concepts. Under the content coverage model, disciplinary literacy – if it is
included at all – is essentially defined as reading and writing in the content areas, and
the emphasis is on using the content to teach general reading and writing skills. Often,
however, the content coverage model emphasizes content at the expense of literary
instruction, and even reading for content is replaced with PowerPoint presentation
summaries of historical events and topics (Wineburg & Martin, 2004). A teacher may
accept the Understanding by Design model of curriculum organization, but he or she
may not realize that a parallel change in literacy instruction is needed to maximize
potential for deep learning.
The publication of the National Common Core Standards has brought attention
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to this need to reevaluate literacy in the content areas, as the very definition of literacy
must be updated for 21st century graduates; literacy today increasingly includes
interaction, collaboration, and digital communication. The Common Core Standards
offer research-based goals that are helpful in ensuring our curriculum best prepares
students to be ready for learning and work after high school (Common Core State
Standards for English, Language Arts, & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science,
and Technical Subjects, 2010). The Common Core State Standards recognize that
reading and writing are foundational to all forms of learning, and therefore must be
foundational to all classroom curriculum, including social studies. The standards
address disciplinary skills, such as analyzing primary sources, synthesizing several
sources to form a well reasoned conclusion, and using multiple forms of sources to
make an argument (Common Core State Standards for English, Language Arts, &
Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects, 2010).
While the social studies content standards are still being determined (Gewertz,
2011), the Common Core State Standards Initiative has released discipline-specific
literacy standards that provide teachers with benchmarks for integrating literacy
instruction with science and social studies content instruction. The Common Core
State Standards for literacy in history and social studies consist of ten reading standards
and ten writing standards, each of which is a based on the broader College and Career
Readiness (CCR) anchor standards (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010, p
60 and 63). These literacy standards (see Appendix B and C), which were written to
facilitate consistency and rigor across the states, place much greater emphasis on
teaching reading and writing in the content areas than most former state standards.
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While the CCSS do not explicitly define how teachers should teach, they do imply that
instruction will need updating, and they have served as a “catalyst for curriculum
reform” (Strickland, 2012, p. 25). Because individual teachers will indeed continue to
determine curriculum and instruction for their own classrooms under these standards, it
is critical that they understand what changes will be necessary. If social studies
instruction is to reach these standards, two key fundamental shifts must occur: teachers
must teach key disciplinary concepts and skills in-depth and must prioritize literacy
instruction.
The Common Core State Standards are not the original impetus for reform in
the social studies; in fact, education reform has long pressured the social studies to
integrate literacy both indirectly and directly. Indirectly, the social studies have been
pushed to include more literacy instruction by reform efforts that consistently focus on
reading (and mathematics) as the fundamentals of schooling. Directly, social studies
standards have come to place greater emphasis on literacy as it has become evident that
reading and writing skills are as central to the social studies as content knowledge
(Zagora, 2011).
Aside from the discipline-specific reasons to include literacy in a social studies
curriculum, broader research suggests that literacy is so basic to the learning process
that it should be a key part of any subject. Reading and writing are processes that hold
exceptional potential for constructing meaning in the minds of students. Cooper and
Kiger (2003) point out that reading and writing are both constructive processes that
allow students to reach personal conclusions based on their experiences. In a
constructivist reading or writing activity, students take personal initiative, share initial
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understandings, rethink or revise these initial understandings, engage in dialogue with
the teacher and other students, elaborate on initial ideas, and create products to
illustrate their ultimate understanding (Brooks & Brooks, 1993). Constructivist literacy
tasks, as opposed to perfunctory uses of reading and writing in the classroom, naturally
contribute to the UbD model, because they challenge students to build and rethink
understanding while simultaneously requiring practice in key reading and writing skills.
While basic and intermediate literacy is often emphasized in elementary
curriculum, where it is blended throughout the disciplines, it is rarely a focus outside
the English courses at the secondary level. Many models of literacy instruction insist
that “every teacher is a teacher of reading,” but few suggest exactly how to instruct and
assess secondary reading and writing (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). The call to teach
literacy in all classrooms has potential to improve the lives of many students, but the
insistence may fall on deaf ears. When literacy strategy instruction is promulgated by
literacy experts without content knowledge, teachers who teach courses other than
English have a tendency to resist or even ignore important research. This, along with
other intense demands of teaching, such as the pressure to cover content, meet content
standards, ensure high scores on standardized tests (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007), and the
misperceived idea that teachers must teach mechanics of writing (McKenna &
Robinson, 1991), explain why literacy skills are rarely taught at the secondary level
outside the English classroom (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Buehl, 2011).
“Content-area literacy,” an established collection of pedagogical practices, is
more than basic literacy instruction through disciplinary content; it is “the ability to use
reading and writing to learn new content material in a given subject area” (in Sejnost &
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Thiese, 2007, p. 2). This popular definition, originally articulated by McKenna and
Robinson (1991), implies three key cognitive components: (1) general literacy skills,
(2) content-specific literacy skills (which in history would include the ability to read
historical maps and graphs that illustrate change over time, etc), and (3) prior
knowledge of content (p. 30). A combination of the second and third components – the
recognition that content literacy is content-specific – is perhaps both the most
misunderstood and the most important because it demonstrates the role content plays in
content literacy. Content knowledge automatically makes a student more content
literate, as a student is best able to communicate when they have a more complex
knowledge base. The connections between prior knowledge in a subject and contentspecific literacy explains why some students excel in reading and writing in one
discipline, but may struggle in another; while the general literacy skills are shared, it is
the content-specific skills that mark the difference (McKenna & Robinson, 1991).
The Common Core State Standards, and more broadly, the current educational
and political climate in which they were conceived and written, have directed
unprecedented attention on the role of teaching literacy in the content-area classroom
that forces teachers to go beyond the established content-area literacy practices and
embrace the newer disciplinary literacy. Promoters of disciplinary literacy clearly
explain that the push for disciplinary literacy is distinct from previous efforts to
integrate content-area reading and writing (Shanahan, 2012). The most critical
difference is that content area reading instruction is designed to assist students in the
skills needed to access content information, while disciplinary literacy instruction
focuses students on how reading and writing are used within a given field (Shanahan,
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2012). Moje (2008) describes three core reasons teachers of adolescents must shift
their mindset toward disciplinary literacy. First, given that the current sociopolitical
context is forcing secondary teachers to adopt literacy instruction practices, it is crucial
that practitioners develop a complex view of disciplinary instruction that holds benefits
for the broad diversity of learners. Second, new media and literacy practices within the
disciplines themselves require parallel shifts in secondary instruction. Third,
“knowledge and skills in the subject area are essential to supporting young people in
becoming active participants in a democratic society” (Moje, 2008, p. 97). In short,
teachers have to allow students to participate in the discipline; they have to “help youth
gain access to the accepted knowledge of the disciplines, thereby allowing them to
critique and change that knowledge” (p. 97).
The connection between content knowledge and content literacy makes it
critical that teachers approach literacy instruction from their discipline's unique
perspective. Not only does content knowledge play a role in disciplinary literacy, the
nature and processes of the discipline shape the way a student reads or writes about a
given topic. Disciplines are not bodies of knowledge, but rather they are ways of
approaching questions. As Gardner (2000) points out, “most questions can be
approached from the perspectives of a variety of disciplines,” (p. 144). The historical
approach, according to Gardner, charges the student with reading primary and
secondary documents to “create an account of what happened, venturing beyond simple
narrative to offer explanations of why events happened in the ways they did... the
scholar enters into the discipline of history only when he or she goes beyond a mere
recording of the data and becomes an interpreter of events” (p. 152). A student of
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history, then, must learn how to recognize primary and secondary sources, analyze the
explicit information and implicit context, synthesize multiple sources from differing
perspectives, place events in a chronological and logical context, all while engaging in
the subjective art of interpretation. Clearly, this is an exceptionally difficult task that
requires classroom instruction and deserves a central role in history education.
Developing Secondary Literacy
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) have proposed a model of how literacy
develops throughout schooling. This model, which recognizes that “progressing higher
in [literacy skills and abilities] means learning more sophisticated but less generalizable
skills and routines,” places secondary literacy instruction in the appropriate context of
the disciplines. The Shanahan and Shanahan model does not conflict with conventional
understanding of basic literacy, defined as “skills such as decoding and knowledge of
high-frequency words that underlie virtually all reading tasks,” and is directly and
explicitly taught at the elementary level (2008, p. 44). During late-elementary and
early-middle school grades, students generally progress into the intermediate phase of
literacy development, defined as “skills common to many tasks, including generic
comprehension strategies, common word meanings, and basic fluency” (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008, p. 44). Buehl refers to the intermediate phase as “the streamlining and
multitasking phase of development” (2011, p. 11) because the literacy skills are similar,
but they are compounded. It is in the disciplinary literacy phase – the most advanced
phase in which most secondary students are typically positioned – where the Shanahan
and Shanahan model most significantly adds to our understanding of how adolescents
acquire advanced literacy.
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Teaching secondary literacy is not just a continuation of basic literacy
instruction, but an approach that emphasizes disciplinary thinking habits and skills for
college or career readiness. This model replaces the misguided view that secondary
students are still merely learning to read and write with a view that these students are
reading and writing to learn in the disciplines. While the Shanahan and Shanahan
model recognizes that “the disciplines share commonalities in their use of academic
language,” there are important differences in practices. “That is, there are differences
in how the disciplines create, disseminate, and evaluate knowledge, and these
differences are instantiated in their use of language” (2008, p. 48). In developing this
model, Shanahan and Shanahan worked with disciplinary experts to determine these
unique thinking processes and literacy skills.
Historical Literacy as a Unique Discipline
Because disciplinary literacy replaces the notion that teaching secondary
students literacy amounts to an advanced form of basic literacy instruction with the
view that literacy instruction must equip students with the “tools that [students] use to
think and learn within a given subject” (Vacca & Vacca, 2002, p. 17), a history teacher
must consider what makes historical thinking and learning unique among disciplines.
As Buehl points out, “unlike the foundational phase of basic literacy, and the continued
general development during the intermediate literacy phase, disciplinary literacy is not
one thing but many” (2011, p. 14). Therefore, it is critical that we differentiate between
historical literacy and other forms of disciplinary literacy.
According to the studies of Shanahan and Shanahan, historical literacy includes
“paying attention to the author and source when reading any text” (2008, p. 50). The
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historians they interviewed were intensely interested in the authors of the texts and
understanding any bias that author might have. These disciplinary experts were
“keenly aware that they were reading an interpretation of historical events, and not
'Truth.'” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 50). Instead of reading the text as truth, as an
adolescent might, the historian reads the text as “an interpretation that has to be judged
based on its credibility. He attempts to evaluate its credibility through an examination
of the author's biases” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 50).
In addition to attention to an author's agenda and purpose, historical literacy
requires a reader to judge the quality of information (Wineburg & Martin, 2004).
Pointing to the easy accessibility of the website for the “Institute for Historical
Review,” a holocaust-denial website, as an example, Wineburg suggests, “in our age of
new technologies, every crackpot has become a publisher. The ability to judge the
quality of information can no longer be considered 'extra credit,' (2004, p. 42) but must
be considered a core aspect of a quality history curriculum.” Critics of Wineburg and
associates might argue that young people should survey the facts of history first, and
move on to interpretation and analysis in later, more advanced, history classes.
However, students of history must make use of information the first time they
experience it; “for information to become knowledge, students need to think about it”
(Goudvis & Harvey, 2012, p. 53). Historical literacy strategies must be used to go
above and beyond the delivery of information, or the result is students who amass
information but may not be able to discuss the quality or meaning (Wineburg & Martin,
2004).
Historical literacy also includes the ability to weigh evidence in forming
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conclusions. In large part because the digital age has made access to information so
easy, social studies teachers have a greater responsibility to “teach students to ask
questions about truth and evidence” (Wineburg & Martin, 2004, p. 42). Instruction in
questioning historical texts will help students understand how to make sense of
conflicting claims or dismiss unfounded assertions when they inevitably encounter
them in future online searches. Teaching historical literacy, therefore, must include
instruction in analyzing and compiling evidence to answer questions. Mandell and
Malone (2007) offer four key points teachers must remember in crafting learning
experience to ensure students understand the difference between facts and history: (1)
facts are the building blocks and supporting evidence we need in order to answer the
really interesting and meaningful historical questions, (2) not all historical sources are
equal, (3) multiple sources are needed in order to fully understand the complexity and
importance of any historical event, and (4) sources must provide information about
both historical context and the topic under study.
Historical literacy and understanding include a keen sense of cause and effect
relationships. Analyzing causes and effects of past events is perhaps the most wellknown goal of a professional historian, as communicating what caused a given social
change, war, or revolution, as well as what modern (or subsequent) effects grew from
that given change, have clear relevance in attempting to understand our modern world.
Cause and effect analysis is crucial, yet difficult. Students demonstrate this ability
when they can “distinguish multiple causes and/or effects, including both obvious and
intended and unintended causes and effects, as well as long and short term causes and
effects” (Mandell & Malone, 2007, p. 18). As students endeavor to make cause and
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effect explanations, it is especially important that they not mistake chronology for
causation. Teachers must help students look beyond a chronology of events and
analyze historical developments for true cause and effect relationships.
Historical literacy and understanding also include the ability to observe the past
through the eyes of the actors who experienced a given era. While history students can
never truly experience history, or understand what it was like to experience, they can
listen to the stories of those who did. Looking at history through the eyes of those who
experienced it holds immense potential in helping learners grasp the fundamental
similarities in humanity, as well as differences (Mandell & Malone, 2007). However,
historical perspective is also a difficult skill that requires careful instruction, as it is
easy for a student to make the error of “presentism,” in which they apply their current
“beliefs, expectations, desires, fears, opportunities, and experiences” to the lives of the
historical actors they seek to understand (Mandell & Malone, 2007, p. 22). Teachers
must guide students through primary sources and other methods of looking at the past
from multiple perspectives to help students become historically literate.
Historical literacy must be understood not just as reading and writing in social
studies, but as “contextually dependent practices,” because students are “expected to
become many different kinds of readers and writers” (Buehl, 2011, p. 13). Essentially,
teaching students discipline-specific literacy is not broadening the social studies class
to teach English skills, it is teaching the literacy skills necessary to be proficient in the
social studies disciplines. While the CCSS reflect the trend toward awareness that
disciplinary literacy is fundamental to secondary schooling, there is still a significant
lack of applied strategies to target this concern (Buehl, 2011; Shanahan & Shanahan,
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2008). Determining and applying strategies that teach advanced and discipline-specific
literacy skills is critical to enhancing the UbD model to develop a curriculum that
builds both knowledge and skills.
The following section identifies eight of the best practice strategies reported in
the literature on historical literacy, or teaching literacy more broadly, that are well
suited to help adolescent learners develop the broad array of disciplinary skills outlined
above. This list is not comprehensive; instead, the strategies included are a sample
from the literature that reflect the core literacy skills required to cultivate historical
understanding. Specifically, these eight disciplinary strategies were selected based on
three main criteria: (1) each strategy goes beyond literacy instruction and can be used
to teach for understanding of historical concepts, (2) each strategy provides an
opportunity to focus on the development of historical literacy, (3) each strategy can be
used for performance-based classroom assessments that enable the student to get
feedback and continue the learning process.
1. Analyzing Primary Sources - Determining the Facts and Context of the Source
Using primary sources in the classroom is fundamental to establishing
disciplinary literacy at the core of the curriculum; these sources represent the origins of
the historiographical debate that surrounds each event or topic. However, primary
source interpretation in the classroom requires a more advanced and particular
approach that goes beyond best practices in broader reading instruction. Teaching
students to understand primary sources requires using “history-specific reading and
analytical approaches” (Mandell & Malone, 2007, p. 87). To engage in the historical
thinking characteristic of the profession, students must analyze two main properties: the
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context of the writing and the perspective of the author.
Real historical work goes far beyond simple documentation of this information;
it requires the student to put the document into a larger context and use it to answer
driving historical questions. Mandell and Malone argue that primary source use in the
classroom must be directed by a driving question to ensure that students see the role the
documents play in historical interpretation (2007). This can be done using DocumentBased Questions (Ogle, Klemp, & McBride, 2007) or any number of other strategies
that move the student's thinking from document interpretation to historical application.
Whatever form it takes, the end product should indeed be a historical interpretation that
utilizes the sources as evidence to support a conclusion. If students understand that
“primary sources are a building block of history, not history itself” (Mandell & Malone,
2007, p. 87), teachers can help students build impressive historical knowledge and
ability. Because document analysis is a multi-faceted process that requires a historian
to question the document on several levels, a graphic organizer serves as the best
method to guide students and ensure they engage in each level of questioning.
A consistent, highly-structured framework can guide students through the
historical questioning process. Using a single graphic organizer in helping students
interpret sources is particularly powerful because there are key characteristics that
historians – and history students – must look for in each primary source. A graphic
organizer that guides students through these characteristics, which include “the role and
perspective of the creator, the intended purpose, the type of information or opinion
conveyed and the extend of corroborating or conflicting evidence,” provides a
framework for practicing the questioning (Mandell & Malone, 2007, p. 87). As
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Mandell and Malone go on to remind us, “practice makes perfect... repeated analysis
and interpretations of historical documents are the way to make history meaningful,
engaging, and to build students' abilities to think like a historian” (2007, p. 87).
There are multiple possibilities for what a graphic organizer that guides
historical analysis might look like, but one offered by Ogle, Klemp, and McBride is
especially good at capturing the essential questions that must be applied to a primary
source (2007). According to these authors, the four most basic questions driving any
primary document analysis are: (1) Who developed it? (2) For what purpose? (3) What
does it tell us about the historical timeframe? and (4) Why might a historian find this
document interesting? (2007). The graphic organizer they suggest, however, includes
more concrete and specific questions, which help students practice the questioning that
ultimately becomes automatic in the minds of historians. In ten boxes, students record
the type of document, author, date, source, style, point of view, main idea, impact,
questions raised, and ideas for future research. This organizer (or an adapted or similar
organizer) can be used to help students regularly efficiently rehearse the historical
thinking required to begin the historical interpretation process.
2. Multiple Gist - Synthesizing Multiple Historical Perspectives
In the “multiple gist” strategy, outlined as an example of historical literacy by
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008), “students read one text and summarize it, read another
text and incorporate that text into the summary, and so on. The summary has to stay
the same length, essentially, and this forces the student to use words such as “similarly”
or “in contrast” when incorporating texts that can be compared or contrasted with each
other” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 56). While the strategy can be used in many
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ways, one especially useful application is in synthesizing multiple viewpoints on a
single historical event or idea from primary sources. There are at least three major
motives to using this strategy in the classroom: enhancing content knowledge,
improving ability to write in a clear and concise manner, and developing an
understanding of historical perspective. Content knowledge is a natural part of this
lesson because the multiple accounts will inevitably have some overlap of key terms,
people, and ideas. Content knowledge may not be the main goal, but as Goudvis and
Harvey (2012) point out, “building students' knowledge store is essential if they are to
deepen their understanding of ideas,” (pp. 54-55) and is a prerequisite for students to
craft their own historical interpretation. Perhaps most importantly, however, students
will go beyond mere exposure to multiple perspectives as they actively work to
integrate them into a single narrative which they personally construct, forcing them to
confront contradictions and look for historical truth. This strategy has potential to
significantly develop historical writing, one teacher researching it found “preliminary
results [that] reveal that students who learned the multiple-gist strategy wrote longer,
more coherent answers to essay questions” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 56).
3. Rewriting Textbook Accounts - Analyzing Contrasting Historian's Interpretations
Both students and teachers often think of textbooks as “a hierarchical body of
knowledge;” the amalgamated information critical to a discipline or topic (Daniels &
Zemelman, 2004, p. 37). However, there are serious concerns about using textbooks in
the classroom as a main source of knowledge. Daniels and Zemelman argue that
textbooks are superficial, exceedingly hard to read, poorly designed, authoritarian,
inaccurate, not written for students, and simply contain too much material (2004). One
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conclusion a teacher might reach is to avoid textbooks altogether, and to instead require
students to read “real-world nonfiction – the kind of informational, expository,
persuasive texts that adults read” (Daniels & Zemelman, 2004, p. 40). Replacing
textbooks with authentic non-fiction is indeed a good idea and should be actively
pursued in the social studies classroom (especially as a model for historical writing),
but another pedagogical approach that holds potential is to rethink the role and
authoritarian nature of the textbook with students. Allowing students to critically
examine textbooks and work as historians to improve textbooks is an ideal opportunity
for authentic historical literacy instruction in the classroom.
Textbooks are so problematic and yet they are a firmly established component
of the history education model. One way to apply historical thinking and literacy to the
use of the history textbook is through an analysis of how the book is written. A
historian writing a textbook is charged with writing about the expert consensus on a
given topic, which requires knowledge of who the experts are and what major ideas
have been promoted in the field. Adolescent students are entirely capable of simulating
this process in the classroom. Having students write a new textbook entry not only
resembles the professional work of historians, it helps them understand the true role of
the textbook as a reference of mainstream historical consensus, distinct in purpose and
prose from monographs and other historical works.
Rewriting textbook entries not only behaviorally models the work of historians,
it engages students in the same habits of mind and analysis characteristic of
professionals. Textbooks, like any well-supported historical analysis, synthesizes
conclusions from both primary and secondary documents. Historical literacy
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instruction must include this synthesis and challenge students to make sense of
differing accounts. Wineburg, Martin, and Monte-Sano find that doctoral students in
history can use the same professional “historical approach” to an issue or era and arrive
at entirely unique conclusions (2011). Beyond mirroring this historical approach in the
classroom, students should weigh the contrasting conclusions and work to articulate the
historical debate. In one strategy designed to do this, “students read, evaluate, and
synthesize secondary source material through carefully constructed lessons that include
guided worksheets and structured discussions” (Wineburg & Martin, 2004, p. 44).
After students read the conflicting accounts from several historians, it is crucial that
they have the opportunity to write an account that blends and synthesizes the competing
ideas. “Reading is only one part of a two-part equation. [Reading secondary sources]
must be accompanied by writing” (Wineburg & Martin, 2004, p. 44). In rewriting a
new textbook account that includes these contrasting interpretations, “students are
thrust into the role of authors,” and create a product that reflects a deeper understanding
on the part of the learner because they “more accurately reflect the truth of the story”
(Wineburg & Martin, 2004, p. 44). In the final product, students show an
understanding of the known historical content, the persisting questions, and the
mainstream historian's balanced approach.
4. Timelines - Sequence and Chronology
Historians are particularly interested in cause and effect relationships. One of
the most basic aspects of developing an understanding of historical causation is
realizing chronology. Furthermore, it is a common logical fallacy, especially among
adolescents, to confuse chronology with causality. Only when students comprehend the
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sequence in which significant historical events have occurred can they move to the
deeper thinking involved in determining cause and effect. According to Harvey and
Goudvis, “providing children with a context for understanding events in history is a
challenge. To make the journey back in time as concrete as possible, we create
timelines that serve as reference points. We examine pictures and text about cultural
aspects of the time period we're studying” (2007, p. 211). A timeline is an especially
helpful product in documenting and facilitating the learning process because it is an
easy but long-term project. “As kids learn more information about specific events and
people, they add to the time line with their own illustrations and descriptions of events.
Then they teach their classmates about their individual contributions... According to
Levstik and Barton “children's learning is enhanced when they “associate visual images
of history with time periods and dates” (2001). To construct the time line, we teach
kids different ways to read for the gist, summarize information, and illustrate learning
through drawing and sketching.” (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007, p. 211).
This strategy should be used as a formative building block, not an assessment
for understanding. It is a learning tool that will provide a foundation for deeper
learning and a context in which to think about a specific historical time period. The
visual aspect is particularly important to helping students create long term memories; as
students are challenged to illustrate an event, they must really think about how to
transfer words to pictures. Finally, timelines can be used consistently to link multiple
eras and create a reference to the broader course curriculum. “Kids use their notetaking skills to illustrate, paraphrase, and summarize information. When we move on
to another period of history, the time line is there to build on and refer back to – an
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ongoing representation of how our learning grows and changes” (Harvey & Goudvis,
2007, p. 212).
5. Reacting to Primary Sources - Connecting to Background Information and
Personal Experience
Harvey and Goudvis point out that students often have more background
knowledge applicable in the classroom than they realize (2007). Giving students an
open-ended opportunity to react to brief historical documents, especially photos or
other sources that can provoke a particularly strong emotional reaction, not only pique
interest and create a sense of relevance in the minds of students, but can be very helpful
in activating background knowledge students may possess.
One strategy designed to do this, invites students to record personal reactions to
photographs or other sources that focus on what other knowledge they have that comes
to mind. While it may not necessarily parallel the reactions of historians, students will
naturally react and respond to photographs, pictures, journals, diaries, and other
documents. “Constructing meaning from historical sources requires students to
combine their background knowledge with text clues to draw inferences about
historical people and times. They leave tracks of their thinking, showing how the
evidence they gather from sources leads to conclusions or to further exploration of
questions about the significance of the documents” (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007, p. 210).
In guiding students to react, find personal meaning, and search for their own
connections, students learn firsthand the fundamentals of practicing historical
interpretation.
6. Skeletons - Supporting Core Ideas
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Another strategy that combines reading comprehension and writing is the
“skeleton” assignment. Zagora recommends giving students short summaries of larger
concepts studied in class, such as from a textbook section. Using these sentences and
background knowledge, students “construct more complete paragraphs, with details and
examples paraphrased from the text.” Since the summary is short – only two or three
sentences – the excerpt is only used as a “skeleton” on which they must add “meat”
(Zagora, 2011). The skeleton strategy is ideal when placed appropriately in a broader
scope of writing instruction. It does require supporting strategies, as students must first
be prepared with both background knowledge and the skills to summarize and
paraphrase. It also serves “as preparation for implementation of a larger literacy skill –
using details to support a claim.” “Practice with finding and paraphrasing supporting
details in the text,” facilitated by the skeleton exercise, prepares students to be
successful in defending arguments in essays (Zagora, 2011, p. 19).
Skeletons can also be used as a precursor to larger, more in-depth disciplinary
writing strategies. For example, students may start a mutiple-gist summary or a
textbook chapter entry with a skeleton of the major conclusions and evidence.
Historical literacy activities often focus students and teachers on the specific literary
devices common in that form of writing, such as primary source analysis, integrating
multiple perspectives, or using detailed support for broader arguments. The acquisition
of these individual skills, however, will not produce quality historical writing if
students do not also pay attention to overall organization and structure. Skeletons offer
students the opportunity to examine the broader craftsmanship of a historical argument,
whether or not they ultimately add any “meat” to the skeletal structure.
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7. Exit Passes - Codifying Learning
Zagora (2011) found that the regular use of exit passes as a quick and easy
writing activity increased student buy-in to writing, raised the standard for writing
quality in her social studies course, and offered an opportunity to practice the writing
skills included in more formal assignments. She points out that students perceive many
writing assignments as “isolated” from the social studies curriculum and therefore do
not take them very seriously. However, she notes that the simplicity of exit passes
“helped convey to the students that they were not doing a writing activity for the sake
of writing but that they were learning social studies, no different from any other day in
class” (Zagora, 2011, p. 19). While exit passes can take many forms, the format
suggested by Zagora asks students to “respond to a question about what [they] had
learned so far that day” throughout the lesson and then having students write a
summary of the lesson at the end of class (2011, p. 19). They are “exit” passes in that
they are required for the student to leave the classroom at the end of class. These short
writing samples challenge students to summarize concepts, reflect on learning, and can
be used by teachers to informally assess the lesson's success, individual student
comprehension, and writing skills.
8. Write-Around - Thoughtful Discussion through Writing
This strategy, called “one of the most powerful of all writing-to-learn activities”
by content-literacy experts Daniels, Zemelman, and Steineke, is intended to be a more
efficient replacement for whole-class discussion (2007, p. 74). A whole-class
discussion can often fail to challenge learners as individuals and instead works to
develop a collective understanding. Furthermore, a class-wide discussion generally
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neglects the role of literacy in developing a student's understanding. The write-around
strategy, which makes up for these shortcomings by engaging students through writing,
is essentially a “silent discussion” through which every student is an active participant.
As described by Daniels, Zemelman, and Steineke, “in a write around, a group of three
to five students (four works especially well) write short notes to each other about a rich,
complex topic assigned by the teacher. They jot comments, pass their papers, read
what the previous student(s) have written, and add their own remarks, basically
creating a string of conversation as the pages circulate around the table” (2007, p. 74).
Using a write-around in response to a presentation, movie or documentary video, or
other introduction of new concepts provides students an opportunity to write, to learn,
and to read other students' understanding as it develops. For example, after reading an
article about Cultural Revolution, in which adolescent “Red Guards” were called upon
by Communist party leaders to openly rebel against the older generation, students could
begin a write-around by responding to a prompt such as “What long-term effects would
you expect from students turning against their parents' generation?” Students would
begin by responding to the teacher's prompt, but would also be directed to react and
respond to each other's answers. “The kids are listening to each other, commenting and
building upon each other's ideas. The conversation deepens and widens as it goes on,
making good connections to other times and places” (Daniels, Zemelman, & Steineke,
2007, p. 75).
This strategy is an easy and efficient way to bring more writing into the social
studies classroom, but the history teacher must ensure that the activity is focused on the
core skills and enduring understandings through writing prompts and guidance.
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Writing in history class is certainly an improvement over open discussion dominated by
individual students, but to fit within the context of the unit's big ideas and core skills,
the teacher must work to facilitate disciplinary literacy, focusing students on historical
thinking.
Applying Disciplinary Literacy Strategies
Regardless of which strategies a teacher chooses to implement, two key points
must be kept in mind in implementation: (1) literacy is a complex skill that must be
developed through the gradual release of responsibility from teacher to student and (2)
literacy strategies must be an integral component of the curriculum and classroom
expectations if their use is to be successful.
Buehl reminds us that learning literacy skills, like most complex learning,
requires mentoring, modeling, and scaffolding (2011). Buehl argues that disciplinary
literacy strategies must move from teacher-regulated to student-regulated learning.
This suggestion is rooted in the classic social learning theories of Vygotsky and
articulated as the Gradual Release of Responsibility model by Pearson and Gallagher
(1983). One of the main reasons Gardner asserts that teaching for understanding
requires performance is that it opens up an opportunity for students to learn from role
models such as teachers and older students. When “novices see older students and
teachers engaged in the performances which they ultimately must carry out – writing
essays, mounting oral arguments, debating with one another, explaining [historic]
phenomena... they see which kinds of performances are valued and why; which criteria
are imposed and why; how performances improve and how they do not; the intellectual
and social consequences of enhanced understandings” (Gardner, 2000, p. 129). If
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students are to grasp the advanced skills of historical literacy, they must not only see
exemplary historical work, they must see this work in the midst of production. Only
through modeling the historical thinking processes and scaffolding practice that guides
students in their thinking will students be able to ultimately develop independence in
reading and writing through the historical lens (Buehl, 2011).
In addition to providing a gradual release of responsibility, it is also important
that teachers clearly demonstrate to students that literacy is foundational to building
understanding. Often, literacy strategies are added to social studies curriculum in ways
that are clearly outside the main curriculum. Unfortunately, this is easily perceived by
the students and undermines the success of these strategies. In one study that examined
the effect of integrating writing skills in the social studies classroom, the action
research found that “the more integrated the writing was with the content, the less
resistance [the teacher] encountered. Students seemed to sense that writing had a
purpose and that writing success was attainable” (Zagora, 2011, p. 21).
Disciplinary literacy strategies must be consistently used to drive toward the
enduring understandings, not added to curriculum to just meet the Common Core
Standards or otherwise add decontextualized literacy instruction. Literacy strategies
hold immense potential to develop both historical understanding and skills, they must
not be wasted on exercises outside the meaningful predetermined unit goals.
Separating instruction of historical knowledge and literacy disingenuously portrays
history as disconnected from modern skills and literacy as lacking real purpose.
Teaching historical literacy and teaching toward historical understanding are concurrent
and complementary; instruction that targets these overarching goals represents
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authentic historical education that will produce transferable knowledge and skills
students can utilize beyond the classroom.
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CHAPTER 4: PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING RESEARCH
The procedure for conducting research includes an overview of the research
methodology and a rationale for the disciplinary literacy strategies that were chosen
and used in the study. The methodology section also describes how the three historical
literacy strategies chosen were implemented in three World History and Geography
courses and what types of data were collected and used for analysis.
Research Methods
This study was conducted throughout the implementation of a curriculum unit
focusing on the history of China in a 9th grade World History and Geography course.
The study centered on determining the impact of specific learning activities that were
designed to help learners build conceptual knowledge through disciplinary literacy.
The three strategies – multiple-gist summarizing, primary source analysis through
graphic organizers, and textbook chapter writing – were selected because they represent
best practice strategies that emphasize historical literacy (both reading and writing) and
could be neatly integrated into a curriculum designed with the Understanding by
Design framework for teaching conceptual understanding.
This study was qualitative in nature, which is open-ended and less defined,
leaving room to collect different types of data and observe student learning without
manipulating variables (Johnson, 2008). The observations, while less directed than in
quantitative research, were still predetermined to ensure the variety of data collected
was accurate and organized. Johnson recommends selecting between two and four
methods of data collection to keep the study focused (2008). For this study, data was
collected in the form of written student products (and their understanding as determined
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by scores on rubrics), field notes/observations, student metacognitive reflections, and
student surveys conducted at the beginning and end of the unit of study. Data analysis
– “the process of systematically searching and arranging... the materials” to formulate
valid findings (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007, p. 159) – was mainly conducted by
categorizing or organizing student work and/or responses based on objective
evaluations and searching for patterns.
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Institutional Review Board (IRB)
ruled that this study was exempt from IRB oversight on March 2, 2012. It was
determined that the study did not significantly alter the typical classroom experience of
students involved. Subjects in the study are minors, so approval was sought from both
the IRB and school district administration, but because the study poses no harm to
subjects and reflects typical educational practice, formal approval and oversight was
deemed unnecessary.
Disciplinary Strategies
This study examined three specific disciplinary literacy strategies, selected for
their potential to build historical literacy and to develop historical understanding.
These three strategies were introduced in the following order and then used consistently
throughout the duration of the unit after preliminary instruction and students had an
initial experience with the task. The first strategy – multiple-gist summaries – requires
students to synthesize different perspectives on a historical event, the second – primary
source analysis through graphic organizers – targets the student's ability to analyze
primary sources, and the third strategy – authorship of textbook chapters – challenges
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students to combine the competing claims of historians and use primary and secondary
source evidence in forming a conclusion. After each task was an established part of
classroom expectations, students completed metacognitive assessments to both evaluate
their own progress toward understanding and to provide data regarding the
effectiveness of the strategies. The following paragraphs will provide further
information on each strategy and explain how the strategies were used in tandem to
teach toward historical understanding.
Multiple-Gist
In the “multiple gist” example shared by Shanahan and Shanahan (2008),
students write and rewrite a summary of a historical event drawing from several
different perspectives (including primary sources and contradictory secondary sources),
presented to the students in succession. A strategy such as this is not solely concerned
with historical content, but instead utilizes content like a professional historian would –
examining authors' bias, considering historiography and the change in how history is
perceived over time, and synthesizing multiple perspectives to communicate an original
but well supported argument. Furthermore, the strategy demonstrates historical work in
that it models how an understanding develops through experience with various new
documents, viewpoints, and historical interpretations. This versatile strategy could be
used to target multiple types of historical literacy, such as synthesizing primary and
secondary sources or comparing and contrasting competing historians' claims, but my
use of the strategy was specifically to challenge students to synthesize multiple
perspectives of the same historical event into a single but inclusive narrative regarding
the effects of the Great Leap Forward.
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Students in all three World History and Geography courses completed the
multiple-gist activity to construct personal understanding of Mao Zedong's Great Leap
Forward policies of the late 1950s. After watching a short video on the Great Leap
Forward and reading a textbook-style overview of the historical era and political
policies, students wrote a paragraph answering the basic question: “What was the Great
Leap Forward?” This original “gist” was then repeatedly edited to include new content
and update conceptual understanding as additional learning activities built toward unit
goals. As in the example provided by Shanahan and Shanahan (2008), the “gist” could
not get much longer, so students had to consistently reevaluate what information was
most important and how to integrate separate perspectives into a complex explanation.
Later learning activities challenged students to integrate excerpts from multiple
historians regarding the most significant effects of the Great Leap Forward. Ultimately,
these summaries were incorporated into the textbook chapter core performance task.
This exercise was a critical part of both the conceptual development of student
understanding and the collection of data for this research study. As a curriculum unit,
this task helped students move toward the enduring understanding that Mao Zedong's
“Great Leap Forward” was a radical experiment in collectivization that had disastrous
short- and long-term consequences throughout China and also served as a series of
formative assessments as students added additional sources. The assessment was used
to collect data on student understanding and make adjustments to learning activities as
needed. Completed multiple-gist writing samples were collected and categorized into
three main categories: “demonstrates understanding,” “developing understanding,” and
“lacking understanding.” Distinction between “demonstrates,” “developing,” or
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“lacking” understanding was made based on evaluation of student explanation of all
four key components listed in the predetermined enduring understanding. To be
classified as “demonstrating understanding,” student products articulated: (1) the
radical, extreme nature of event (2) a definition of collectivization, (3) examples
demonstrating short-term disastrous effects, and (4) examples demonstrating long-term
disastrous effects. All student work was grouped according to these three
classifications to assess the extent of collective understanding.
Document Analysis Graphic Organizers
Historical primary sources are an integral part of teaching for historical
understanding and facilitating historical literacy. Primary sources contribute to a
student's historical understanding because they provide interesting human stories, they
broaden the historical context to integrate multiple and opposing perspectives, and they
naturally evoke more questions than answers which can “extend the focus from what
happened to its meaning” (Veccia, 2004, p. 1). Furthermore, the analysis of primary
sources to understand a given perspective and the synthesis of various sources into a
broader understanding are skills at the core of the historian's craft. These skills,
however, require careful modeling and guided practice facilitated by the history
teacher, or the exceptional power of primary sources is lost to the dullness of
decontextualized old documents.
Graphic organizers are one strategy teachers can use to guide students through
the critical observation and questioning processes of analyzing a primary source
document for perspective and meaning. It is important that students are given the
chance to form mental habits of asking key analytical questions when viewing a
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document, so a somewhat literal framework and consistency are essential. Graphic
organizers guide students, allow them to organize the most important information
gathered and questions raised, and provide a consistent method for conducting the
primary source analysis (Mandell & Malone, 2007). Graphic organizers are also
helpful tools for the purposes of classroom assessment and research. Because primary
sources are best utilized as a means to an end (primary source analysis in and of itself
does not afford students a true opportunity to construct meaning), graphic organizers
provide optimal scaffolding for students to build and check their understanding, and
optimal formative assessments for the teacher to check student cognitive development
before moving on to the application phase. In terms of research, graphic organizers
offer a specific view into how students gather information and ask questions of primary
sources.
In my own use of graphic organizers for this research, recognizing the
importance of a gradual release of responsibility, I first modeled document analysis,
then facilitated cooperative work among the students while working to support
individual students, and finally required independent, individual analyses. The graphic
organizer used in my study is based on one recommended by Ogle, Klemp, and
McBride (2007); it asks students to record the type of document, author, date, source,
style, point of view, main idea, impact, questions raised, and ideas for future research.
The exact primary source analysis graphic organizer is included in Appendix G.
Students completed these organizers throughout our examination of primary sources
from the Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution in China during the late 1960s and early
1970s. The first four sources were not assessed or collected for data, as their purpose
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was to model and practice. The fifth source was analyzed by students individually and
then collected for assessment and data collection purposes. These organizers were then
categorized into three basic groups: “demonstrates historical observation and
questioning,” “developing observation and questioning,” and “lacks understanding.”
The first group clearly showed the modeled skills by having cited both basic
information and inferred knowledge and having posed good historical questions raised
by the document. The second group cited some new knowledge or posed some
questions but did not do both proficiently, and the third group included organizers that
indicated misunderstanding of the analysis and questioning processes. All students
completed additional graphic organizers, but students in the second and third categories
continued to turn in evidence until they demonstrated proficiency in observation and
questioning.
Metacognitive Assessments
After the multiple-gist and document analysis graphic organizer strategies had
been introduced and used repeatedly in the classroom, students completed brief
metacognitive assessments regarding what aspects of the tasks were most and least
helpful in their learning and what thinking processes were most important in their
progress toward understanding (Appendix E). These short metacognitive tasks were
given as exit passes and were used to gain formative feedback about the connection
between the disciplinary literacy strategies and developing student understanding in
progress.
Textbook Chapter Core Performance Task
The final strategy represents both a third step in developing historical literacy
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and a culmination of the learning from the first two strategies. In writing their own
textbook accounts of events in Chinese history, students had to include both primary
source analysis and secondary source synthesis (both of which were scaffolded through
use of the graphic organizers and the multiple gist exercises) (Wineburg & Martin,
2004, p. 44). Students applied prior knowledge and developed skills from the first two
strategies and other learning activities in crafting their entries. In addition to providing
students an opportunity to demonstrate conceptual understanding, students gained
insight into the historical process of writing a textbook.
As both the unit core performance task and the third historical literacy exercise,
students wrote a textbook chapter regarding China under Mao's leadership. Students
used the multiple-gist explanation and a similar explanation of the Cultural Revolution
emphasizing primary source analysis as a starting point in crafting their own textbook
chapter. This task was presented to students as representative of a historian's
professional work to encourage historical thinking and writing. The rubric for the
textbook chapter performance task (Appendix H) reminded students to highlight their
cause/effect understanding of the Great Leap Forward and analysis of primary sources
in describing the Cultural Revolution. To increase motivation and creativity and to
create an authentic task in an age when textbooks must adjust, students re-imagined
textbooks in the digital age, creating electronic textbook chapters that maintain the core
purposes of a textbook written by experts.
Student-produced textbook chapters provided both the summative unit
assessment of student understanding and historical literacy and a key piece of data.
Student products were assessed based on a checklist and disciplinary skills rubric
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(Appendix H). The checklist provided comprehensive project requirements for student
reference and was used for overall evaluation, while the disciplinary skills rubric
included more detailed assessment information. Disciplinary skills were assessed on a
separate rubric to ensure students were aware of what exemplary products should
demonstrate, to provide more specific feedback to students on individual disciplinary
skills, and to allow in-depth analysis for this study.
While the overall checklist was used as a final evaluation of student
achievement, the checklist also contained elements not included in this study (such as
specific requirements regarding length, inclusion of images, style, organization, etc.)
that do not specifically reflect students' conceptual understanding or historical literacy
skills targeted in this unit. For this reason, disciplinary skills rubric assessments (as
opposed to overall checklists) provide the main source of analysis of student
performance tasks in this study.
The disciplinary skills rubric focused on four main historical literacy skills:
ability to show complex cause and effect relationships (evident in the Great Leap
section), ability to infer and synthesize from primary source documents (evident in the
Cultural Revolution section), ability to integrate multiple perspectives into a historical
explanation (evident in both sections), and ability to use valid historical evidence to
support arguments and conclusions. These four skills appear throughout the literature
on historical literacy, and are all included as “categories of inquiry” in the
comprehensive framework provided by Mandell and Malone (2007). All four skills
fundamentally overlap with assessment of conceptual understanding and were
specifically developed over the course of the unit. Students were assessed in these four
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categories separately, and these scores were then used on the overall checklist for class
evaluation and in this study for data collection.
Each of these skills was assessed as “exemplary,” “good,” or “beginning,”
where “exemplary” was determined by best practices in historical literacy discussed in
the literature review. Exemplary work in showing cause and effect relationships
required students to distinguish between multiple causes and effects, including obvious
and intended and more subtle causes and effects, as well as long and short term causes
and effects. Exemplary work in document analysis required students to use a variety of
sources, identify the author and discuss perspective or bias, make inferences based on
deep analysis, and compare, contrast, or connect several sources. Exemplary work in
considering multiple perspectives required students to draw connections between ways
different groups of historical actors viewed the situation and explain how different
perspectives produced different understandings. Finally, exemplary work in writing
main ideas and using historical support required students to use various valid sources to
develop and support their historical conclusions. The rubric provided in Appendix H
provides details on levels of student performance in the four “categories of inquiry”
areas.
After all student-produced textbook chapters were assessed, they were
categorized for data analysis. Student work was placed in one of three categories
which will be referred to as: “demonstrates understanding and literacy,” “developing
understanding and literacy,” and “lacking understanding and literacy.” Students in the
first category, who demonstrated both historical understanding and historical literacy
skills, either received four “exemplary” scores on the rubric or three “exemplary”
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scores and a “good” score. Students in the second category, who showed development
toward historical understanding and historical literacy, received a mix of “exemplary”
and “good” scores, but no “beginning” scores. The third group was comprised of
students who received “beginning” scores in one or more areas.
Student Surveys
Students involved in the study were surveyed, with anonymity, regarding their
perceptions of the effectiveness of literacy strategies in developing historical
understanding. The first survey, given at the very beginning of the China unit, also
included a pre-assessment of related vocabulary and conceptual knowledge related to
communism (Appendix D). The survey portion asked students to articulate their beliefs
about the skills and classroom tasks most effective in learning history. The second
survey was mostly identical to the first but included additional questions regarding
student perceptions of a shift in their thinking about learning history (Appendix F).
The pre-unit and post-unit surveys were then compared and used to analyze any shifts
in student perceptions after implementation of the historical literacy strategies.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS
Results from this study are presented chronologically to best demonstrate the
impact on student learning as the learning activities built toward the core performance
task and understanding of the unit goals. Results include a summary of student
feedback and reflection from metacognition assessments from the multiple-gist and
document analysis graphic organizer tasks, student perceptions from the pre-unit and
post-unit surveys, and anecdotal observations of student engagement and achievement
from throughout the curriculum unit.
Multiple-Gist
The completed multiple-gist writing samples were collected and categorized to
provide evidence related to the development of student understanding that Mao
Zedong's “Great Leap Forward” was a radical experiment in collectivization that had
disastrous short- and long-term consequences throughout China. I evaluated each
sample as either “demonstrates understanding of enduring understanding,” “shows
developing understanding,” or “lacks understanding.”
Samples categorized as “demonstrating understanding,” included 30 multiplegist papers (47%) in which I found clear evidence in the writing that indicated
knowledge of all four key components of the enduring understanding listed above: (1)
radical, extreme nature of event (2) definition of collectivization, (3) examples
demonstrating short-term disastrous effects, and (4) examples demonstrating long-term
disastrous effects. Samples categorized as showing “developing understanding”
included 26 samples (41%) in which I found clear evidence of two or three of the above
components. Samples categorized as “lacking understanding” included eight samples
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(12%) in which I found either evidence of one of the components or no clear evidence
of any of the four components of the enduring understanding that task was intended to
build. Figure 5.1 below illustrates the results.
Figure 5 .1: Student understanding in multiple-gist assessment

Developing
Understanding
□ Lacks Understanding

The results indicate that 88% of the students were either already understanding
the core unit goal related to the Great Leap or were developing toward that goal.
Students received basic feedback on which of the four components were missing or
unclear to help them target this area for improvement before the textbook chapter
summative assessment was completed.

Multiple-Gist Metacognitive Assessment
Sixty students completed a metacognitive assessment of the multiple-gist
activity (Appendix E). A major purpose of this brief assessment was for students to
gain feedback on their own learning and reevaluate their progress - especially
questions 2 and 3 which target what students still do not understand and what they can
do to improve on future tasks. However, Question 1 ("the thing about this activity that
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helped me learn the best was... because...”) did produce some notable results.
Many students credited the assignment requirement that the “gist” could not get
substantially longer when it came time to revise – even though they were adding new
information – as the primary aspect that helped them learn. A majority of these
particular students prefaced their statements with a comment that it was also the most
difficult aspect of the assignment. For example, one student said that “it was really
hard because it couldn't get any longer each time you added new effects or new
historians, but I think it really helped. I learned a lot more from the last edit than the
first one.” Another said that the fixed-length requirement helped “because we really
had to figure out what was most important to keep, so it made me really figure out my
own opinion about the Great Leap. I didn't really do that the first time.”
Several students noted the repetitive nature of the overall task as helpful in their
learning. One student commented that “When we had to go back and read what we
wrote last time, I could sometimes find mistakes that I didn't know that I made the first
time. I could correct them and I didn't lose points.” Another pointed out that “Even
though I didn't really like doing that same thing over again, I think I learned more
because we had to keep making it better.” Some students believed it was the amount of
total time spent that was most helpful, such as one student who wrote “We had time to
reflect on the information at our own pace.”
Document Analysis Graphic Organizers
Document analysis graphic organizers provided data regarding student
understanding of the observation and questioning protocol of historians in analyzing
primary source documents after instruction and practice. The organizers were collected
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and then categorized into the following groups: "demonstrates historical observation
and questioning," "developing observation and questioning," and "lacks
understanding" based on my evaluations. The first group, students who cited both
basic information and inferred knowledge, and posed relevant historical questions
raised by the document, included 46 students (72%). The second group, students who
cited some new knowledge or posed some questions but did not do both proficiently or
consistently, included 13 students (20%). The third group, students who demonstrated
misunderstanding of the observation and questioning processes, included 5 students
(8%). Figure 5.2 below illustrates the results.
Figure 5.2: Student understanding in document analysis graphic organizer assessment

■

Demonstrates
historical observation
Developing
observation
□ Lacks Understanding

The results, collected on the students' fifth experience with primary source analysis in
this unit, indicate that the 72% of students did attain the desired historical analysis
skills and could individually apply them to a primary source they had never before been
viewed. Another 20% demonstrated proficiency with only minor correction or teacher
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guidance. Students who did not demonstrate historical observation and questioning at
that time continued to turn in completed organizers until they could demonstrate the
skills.
Document Analysis Graphic Organizers Metacognitive Assessment
Sixty-one students completed a metacognitive assessment of the document
analysis graphic organizer activity (Appendix E). For the same reasons given above
regarding the multiple-gist activity, only one question (“the thing about this activity that
helped me learn the best was... because...”) yielded relevant results.
One frequent response indicated a general recognition that the students did not
know to ask these questions about primary source documents. One student summed up
this perspective when he said “I had no idea you had to know so much about a picture
or letter or poster before you really knew what was going on.” Another student shared
this view that the organizers assisted in asking all the necessary questions, stating “I
had no idea you could even get that much information from a picture or quote.” There
were also several students who claimed entire ignorance of primary source analysis
prior to this unit.
Another common theme from the metacognitive assessments was the impact of
repetition. “I really liked how we used the same worksheet for every document,” said
one student. “I think I've done worksheets like this before but that were a little
different and they were hard. These were hard at first too, but I got used to them and
they got easier.” Other students agreed that repetition of the exact same task was
ultimately the helpful aspect of this strategy. Students who mentioned repetition did
tend to specifically mention the first part of the organizer (regarding background
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information and content included in the document) and were more likely to voice
frustration with the second part of the organizer (regarding inferences and questions
which remain unanswered). It is also worth noting that many students who credited the
repetition of the task as “the thing that helped them learn best” also believed there is a
point at which repetition is no longer useful.
Finally, many students discussed the application of the graphic organizers as
opposed to simply completing the worksheets themselves. (This metacognitive
assessment was given after students had begun work on the textbook chapter
assignment.) One student said, “It was nice to be able to use the worksheets for our
textbook project,” and another commented, “They were most helpful later when we
went back to write about the Cultural Revolution and had to use primary sources. Then
I was glad I had done them” [primary source graphic organizers]. One student placed
the worksheets in the overall process, noting that “I learned from these worksheets
more the second time I used them than the first. It was nice to go back and use these
instead of the primary sources themselves, because we already had all the answers we
needed. Plus, I think I learned more when I went back the second time.”
Pre-Unit and Post-Unit Surveys
A total of 63 students completed the pre-unit survey of student perceptions
regarding the effectiveness of different types of instructional strategies (18 in third
hour, 19 in fourth hour, and 26 in seventh hour). Following the unit, 56 students
completed a similar, post-unit survey of student perceptions regarding the effectiveness
of different types of instructional strategies (17 in third hour, 19 in fourth hour, and 20
in seventh hour). Responses were synthesized after first categorizing them; patterns are
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described with only pertinent student responses included as examples.
Question 1: “Please rate the following types of instruction in terms of effectiveness
in helping you learn history”
This question provided insight into the impact of the disciplinary literacy
strategies on student learning; the pre-unit survey presents a baseline of student opinion
on effective instruction, so shifts in the post-unit survey may indicate the impact of
strategies emphasized in the curriculum unit on student learning. Data from the three
World History and Geography courses are presented as an amalgamation in Figure 5.3
to observe the overall trends. Appendix J includes data from individual classes for
comparison purposes, as well as exact class averages of student responses.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of Pre-Unit and Post-Unit Student Perceptions of Instruction
Effectiveness Graph (All Students)
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Survey comparison reveals that students' perception of the effectiveness of in-class
reading and writing assignments, as well as document analysis activities, increased
after unit completion. While there were other shifts apparent in the pre- and post-unit
surveys, these changes were of interest because they reflect the historical literacy tasks
utilized in the China unit. It is evident these strategies (the multiple-gist summarizing
task, the document analysis graphic organizers, and the textbook chapter core
performance task) were viewed as effective learning activities among students.
Questions 2 through 5 were used to gain insight into student's views of how
historical understanding, their learning processes, and historical literacy are connected.
Relevant and common answers are included below.
Question 2. “How important is reading and studying primary sources to helping you
understand concepts in history class?”
Figure 5.4: Student perceptions of
effectiveness of primary sources in pre-unit
survey
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Figure 5.5: Student perceptions of
effectiveness of primary sources in post-unit
survey
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The figures above juxtapose the proportional responses of students surveyed to
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illuminate the shift in attitudes after the China unit (including the instruction of
document analysis through graphic organizers). Forty-five of the 63 (71%) students
who completed the pre-unit survey responded that primary sources play an important
role in learning history, compared to 51 of the 56 (91%) students surveyed after
completion of the unit. In the above graph, students who recorded any support for the
role of primary sources are grouped, and all students who reported no significant
connection between primary sources and learning are grouped.
Changes in student responses to Question 2 from the pre-unit survey to the postunit survey suggest that contextualized instruction in primary source analysis during the
China unit influenced student perceptions about document analysis. It is clear that
most students acknowledged the role of primary sources in learning history before the
China unit, but the emphasis on document analysis instruction enhanced this belief. In
addition to the increased percentage of students responding that primary sources are
important to study, student post-unit survey comments were more likely to discuss
document analysis in the context of a historian's professional skills or in the context of
“doing history.” Several students discussed primary sources as the “firsthand” or
“original” sources of history. For example, one student wrote, “If you want to know
what really happened, you have to go back to the original sources.”
Another apparent change in student thinking was an increased acceptance of
practicing disciplinary literacy skills in the history classroom. In the pre-unit survey,
the fact that primary sources “are hard to understand” was common, even among
students that responded that primary sources are helpful – a rationale used to discount
the effectiveness of using primary sources to learn history. In the post-unit survey,
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students were more optimistic about the effective use of this learning activity in the
classroom. Many students who reported that primary sources are important to
developing understanding also went on to discuss the difficulties associated with
primary source analysis and the need for student support in this type of instruction.
One student, for instance, said “I think it does help as long as it's in class so we can talk
about it and interpret it and you can help us.”
Question 3. “How important is it to look at a historical time period from different
people's perspectives in helping you understand concepts in history class?”
Figure 5.6: Student perceptions of
effectiveness of looking at multiple
perspectives in pre-unit survey
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Figure 5.7: Student perceptions of
effectiveness of looking at multiple
perspective in post-unit survey
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Fifty-four of the 63 (86%) students who completed the pre-unit survey
responded that considering multiple perspectives plays an important role in learning
history, compared to 47 of the 56 (84%) students surveyed after completion of the unit.
The figures above juxtapose the proportional responses of students surveyed and show
a lack of any proportional shift in attitudes after the China unit (including instruction in
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considering multiple perspectives through the multiple-gist exercise). Students who
recorded any support for the role of considering perspective in analyzing historical eras
are grouped, and all students who reported no significant connection between analyzing
perspective and learning are grouped. Student responses to Question 3 suggest that the
China unit did not have a measurable impact on student attitudes toward considering
multiple perspectives in learning history. However, student comments from both
surveys reveal why a substantial majority of students originally recognized looking at
multiple perspectives as part of the historical process.
Student comments in the pre-unit survey suggest students had already come to
support the use of studying several perspectives on a historical topic mainly due to a
broad skepticism regarding any one authoritative story of what happened. Many of
these students referenced an awareness that “There is always more than one side to a
story,” and “Its good to get all sides to a story instead of judging a group of people or a
time period based on only one of the sides to the story/conflict.” These students tended
to focus on looking at multiple perspectives to find the one they relate to or to find “the
truth.” Many other students voiced a need for multiple perspectives to avoid bias.
Some students considered looking at a historical topic from multiple perspectives
important in constructing a broader concept of the era, such as one student who wrote,
“You can compare and contrast different people so you can get a better understanding
of a situation.”
Overall, student responses in the post-unit survey revealed patterns similar to
the pre-unit survey. Many students held the perception that studying multiple
perspectives creates a comprehensive view of history that is more accurate. One
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student wrote, “It is useful because then the topic is understood more thoroughly,”
while another commented that “Looking at it in different ways helps me understand it.”
Another theme consistent with the pre-unit results, but more common after unit
completion, was the belief that synthesizing diverse viewpoints allows the student to
form an educated personal opinion. One student who called the practice “very
important” said “You can make your own opinion on who's right and/or wrong.”
Students making this point overwhelmingly argued that presenting multiple
perspectives is the only “fair” view of a historical event. One student specifically
mentioned that “Historians have to look at different people's perspectives to get the
whole story, so we should too.”
Question 4. “Do you think writing helps you learn history?”
Figure 5.8: Student perceptions of
effectiveness of writing toward historical
understanding in pre-unit survey
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Figure 5.9: Student perceptions of
effectiveness of writing toward historical
understanding in post-unit survey
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The figures above juxtapose the proportional responses of students surveyed to
illustrate the shift in attitudes after the China unit (including an emphasis on historical
writing through the multiple-gist exercise and the textbook chapter performance task).
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Whereas 38 of the 63 students (60%) responded in the pre-unit survey that writing
helps them learn history, 43 of the 56 students (77%) who completed the post-unit
survey responded that writing does indeed help them learn history. Students who
recorded any support for the role of writing in learning history are grouped, and all
students who reported no significant connection between writing and learning history
are grouped (this group also includes students who did not directly answer the question
or criticized writing in general).
By far the most common response from students in both the pre- and post-unit
surveys was that writing helps with memory retention. Some considered the critical
period to be the formulation of the writing, such as the student who wrote, “Its
important because you have to think and process the information before you take the
time to write.” Others considered the lasting impact of writing, such as the student who
noted that “When I write it I get an extra way to keep it in my mind.” It is clear that
students perceptions of writing as helpful was largely based on their view that learning
history means memorizing facts, and writing provided additional opportunities for
memory retrieval.
One common answer from the post-survey that was not common in the pre-unit
survey was that writing plays a role in reflection and metacognition. Writing “allows
you write all of your thoughts and reflect on what you know” said one student. Others
suggested that “It helps me find out what I don't know. In math class I know when I'm
stuck because I can't do the problem. Sometimes in history I don't even know when I
don't know until I have to write.” Finally, some students noticed a cyclical connection
between writing and learning, such as one student who stated “You really need to know
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your stuff before you're going to write about it,” but also wrote, “Writing helps me see
it, and that helps it stick with me.” These results are notable in that students in the preunit survey had a strong tendency to view writing as an assessment or culmination
valuable after learning is over, and post-unit results show a greater likelihood to view
writing as an aid to and a continuation of the learning process.
In both the pre-unit and post-unit surveys students generally misunderstood
Question 5 pertaining to the skills of a professional historian and did not list results
relevant to this study. Many students understood the question to pertain to history
teachers (as opposed to professional historians), and many others discussed
intelligence, knowledge, and interest level, as opposed to skills.
Survey Questions 6 through 8 were unique to the post-unit survey and
specifically targeted student perception of change in their attitudes toward writing
toward historical understanding and their views of learning through the disciplinary
literacy strategies. Insightful and common responses are included below.
Question 6. “Has there been a change in your answers since the first time you
completed this survey based on your experiences in the China unit? If so, please
explain the change in your thinking and what brought about this change.
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Figure 5.10: Student perceptions of shift in answers between pre- and post-unit surveys
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Only eight students (14%) who took part in the second survey responded that
their answers had changed. Eleven students (20%) wrote “I don't think so” or “I don't
remember,” and the remainder (66%) simply wrote “no,” or a similar variation. It is
evident that students answered this question literally; however, I was really interested
in whether their attitudes had changed, not their specific answers. The prompt wording
seems to have skewed results, and the few students who did provide discussion were
not relevant to Questions 2 through 4.
Question 7. “Thinking of the China unit specifically, what parts/assignments were
the most helpful in developing your understanding?” and Thinking of the China unit
specifically, what parts/assignments were the least helpful in developing your
understanding?
All relevant responses are included below. Totaled answers, while not provided
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verbatim, are grouped and shown in Figure 5.10 below.
Figure 5.11: Student perceptions of which China unit activities were most and least
helpful in developing understanding
Students responding “most Students responding “least
helpful in developing your helpful in developing your
understanding”
understanding”
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Results indicate that students perceived literacy-centered activities as most
helpful in developing their own understanding. Most notable is the large number of
students who ranked the textbook chapter core performance task as the most important
task in developing understanding. Primary source analysis and writing were also
common – albeit more divisive – choices that reflect the emphasis on literacy toward
understanding throughout the unit.
Question 8. “In terms of long-term learning, do you think you learned more or less
about the unit big ideas from the writing assignment? Or do you think you would've
learned more if we had covered more events, people, and ideas? Explain.
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Figure 5.12: Student responses regarding China unit instruction versus content
coverage
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Of the 56 students who completed the post-unit survey, 42 (75%) believed they
learned more through the disciplinary literacy methods utilized in the China unit, six
students (11%) said they would have learned more from additional content coverage,
five students (9%) did not recognize any substantial differences between the two
approaches, and three students (5%) left the question blank or did not understand the
question.
Many students did not elaborate regarding why they responded as they did, but
those who did provided some notable discussion which is included in Figure 5.13.
Student comments are grouped when possible to draw out common sentiments.
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Figure 5.13: Selected student comments contrasting the unit's focus on conceptual
understanding and disciplinary literacy with the content-coverage model
Students who discussed writing as reflection or how writing forces deeper thinking
I think I learned more because I had to sit down and think about what was important enough to
include and what wasn't important enough to include. I've never really had to do that before so it
really helped me see what historians do.
I learned more because I had to write a paper and to write it you had to understand and make sense
of the writing.
I think I've learned more about the Communist history from writing because when I write
something it stays in my brain better.
More because I had to learn about it before I could write about it, but then in writing I still learned
more.
We learned more in the China unit than other because the writing made us more involved.
I think I learned more from this assignment. It was new to me because usually writing is all about
how long it is and the longer the better. You made us keep this short which was actually not easier
even though I though it would be before.
Student comparisons of breadth vs. depth
I think this is a funny question because I think I learned more events, people, and ideas from this
unit than any other.
I think we learned more because we spent more time on the hard ideas, I know that really helps me
especially.
I would always rather learn more about one thing than a little about everything.
The writing assignment helped me understand Communism. I think it depends on the topic, I
wouldn't have wanted to spend that long during a different unit but because this concept was so
hard it was helpful.
Students who discussed the role of the core performance task
Writing a summary in the textbook chapter helped me to think about what I learned and make it
more concise.
I learned more in the China unit because we had time to work and we could ask you questions, so I
feel like I really got a chance to figure out the hard stuff.
I think we all learned more from the long-term writing assignment even though I bet people are
complaining. Remember, writing is more effective that hearing.
I think I learned more. It was a perfect balance because we learned a ton but we had time to learn
it at our own pace.
General reflections and comparisons to other units
I know I learned more because I am better at talking about this unit to my parents and friends then
others.
I think I learned more because while writing the final assignment I was able to remember all of the
facts off the top of my head.
I learned more, I wrote an entire paper about it, so I know I learned more!
More, because I didn't really understand what communism was or why so many places are
communist until now.
Writing assignments always help me better understand the material.
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Textbook Chapter Core Performance Task
The rubric for the unit core performance task (Appendix H) was designed to
reflect the unit enduring understandings and the Common Core State Standards (unit
curriculum plan, including the desired goals is available in Appendix I) and was used to
assess student understanding. Student scores offer another relevant result in examining
student achievement.
To both provide students with feedback specific to the skills targeted for
practice in class and to best isolate data pertinent to this research, students were
assessed on a disciplinary skills rubric in addition to the overall checklist which served
as the final project evaluation. Scores on the discipline-specific rubric were tallied into
final scores, but the disciplinary skills rubric provides more salient results for this
study. The disciplinary skills part of the rubric reveals student achievement in four key
areas emphasized throughout the unit: cause-and-effect relationships, document
analysis, considering multiple perspectives, and forming conclusions with the support
of evidence.
Figure 5.14: Rubric results from causes and effects of Great Leap section of textbook
chapter performance task

■ Exemplary
■ Good
■ Beginning
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The Great Leap section of the textbook chapter performance task, which was
rooted in the multiple-gist activity, was assessed primarily on student demonstration of
complex cause-and-effect relationships. Thirty-two of 64 students (50%) completed
“exemplary” work, which distinguished multiple causes and/or multiple effects,
including both obvious and intended and more subtle and unintended causes and
effects, as well as long and short term causes and effects, and recognized that different
groups were affected in different ways. Twenty-eight of the 64 students (44%) received
“good” scores, and four students (6%) received “beginning” scores.
Figure 5.15: Rubric results from primary source analysis of Cultural Revolution section
of textbook chapter performance task
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The Cultural Revolution section of the textbook chapter performance task was
assessed primarily on student understanding and usage of previously analyzed sources.
Thirty of 64 students (47%) completed “exemplary” work, which used multiple
primary and secondary sources representing a variety of perspectives and/or types of
information, identified the author or creator of sources, offered deep analysis of
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information, motivation, and perspectives expressed in sources, and compared,
contrasted, or otherwise connected multiple pieces of evidence. Thirty of the 64
students (47%) received “good” scores, and four students (6%) received “beginning”
scores.
Figure 5.16: Rubric results from student use of multiple perspectives throughout
textbook chapter performance task
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The disciplinary skills rubric was used to score student understanding and usage
of multiple perspectives on the same historical event in recording their accounts.
Thirty-three of 64 students (52%) completed “exemplary” work, which drew
interpretive connections between the ways in which different groups of historical actors
understood “their present” and the ways they responded to the problems, opportunities,
and choices that confronted them. Twenty-eight of the 64 students (44%) received
“good” scores, and three students (5%) received “beginning” scores.
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Figure 5.17: Rubric results from student use of main idea and supporting evidence
throughout textbook chapter performance task

■ Exemplary
■ Good
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Finally, the disciplinary skills rubric was used to score student organization of
conclusions and supporting evidence. Thirty-one of 64 students (48%) completed
“exemplary” work, which included main idea statements (topic sentences) that
established a clear focus for the paragraph, multiple sources used to develop the
complexity and importance of historical event or concept, and included specific,
appropriate, and accurate evidence to support main ideas. Thirty of the 64 students
(47%) received “good” scores, and three students (5%) received “beginning” scores.
Figure 5.13: Student Assessment Categories for Textbook Chapter Performance Task
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To show best view overall results from the entire performance task, assessed
student products were placed in one of three categories: "demonstrates understanding
and literacy," "developing understanding and literacy," and "lacking understanding and
literacy." Twenty-eight of the 64 students (44%) were placed in the first category;
these students demonstrated both historical understanding and historical literacy skills.
These students either received four "exemplary" scores on the rubric or three
"exemplary" scores and a "good" score. Thirty students (4 7%) were placed in the
second category; these students showed development toward historical understanding
and historical literacy. These students received a mix of "exemplary" and "good"
scores, but no "beginning" scores. The third group was comprised of six students (9%)
who received "beginning" scores in one or more areas. No students received both an
"exemplary" and "beginning" score on the same rubric. Figure 5 .13 below illustrates
overall textbook chapter performance task results.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION
The results of this study suggest several conclusions related to both the specific
strategies used and the integration of historical literacy instruction into an
understanding-driven history curriculum in general.
Multiple Gist
Observations and student written performances show that this activity improved
student historical writing and contributed to broader understanding of the Great Leap
Forward. Student drafts support the argument of Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) that
the activity does help students to synthesize information in ways similar to professional
historians.
The Great Leap multiple-gist task challenged students to analyze the causes and
effects of the Great Leap and gain a greater understanding of the changes brought about
in China during this time frame (as well as what remained the same). The task targeted
the unit enduring understanding that “Mao Zedong's 'Great Leap Forward' was a radical
experiment in collectivization that had disastrous short- and long-term consequences
throughout China.” In crafting their summaries, students also considered multiple
viewpoints, including those of urban and rural, rich and poor Chinese. They read and
eventually blended Western as well as Chinese historians' viewpoints. Ultimately,
students framed their summaries of the Great Leap Forward as a turning point in
Chinese and world history. While the activity clearly focused on the cause and effect
theme, many other discipline-specific facets naturally became part of the student work.
As reported in the Chapter 5, 56 of the 64 students (88%) showed complex or
developing understanding of the disastrous consequences of the Great Leap Forward.
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The success of these students is largely a reflection of the fact that the multiple-gist
activity offers students the rare opportunity to construct cause-and-effect relationships
themselves. As Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) point out, cause-and-effect
relationships are “not necessarily visible in the events themselves, nor are they always
made explicit in high school history texts” (p. 56). Teachers and textbooks too often
move in to make these connections, presenting possible causes and effects as “truth,”
rather than as the conception of the writer or teacher. While a teacher or textbook may
be genuine in an attempt to help students understand causes and effects of major events
by presenting them as fact, it further perpetuates students' misunderstanding that there
is broad consensus among professional historians, and removes the authentic work
from the classroom. The multiple-gist activity in this study not only incorporated an
important historical skill often skipped entirely, it “mirrored the kinds of thinking and
analytic practices” used by historians (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 56). The task
serves as an effective method to bring causal thinking (as opposed to causes or effects
as facts) into history education. Students engaged in the Great Leap summaries were
consistently rethinking which effects were most accurate, which were most important,
and which were longest-lasting. Historians Andrews and Burke (2007) advocate
modeling historical debate about causality in the classroom: “History classrooms are at
their most dynamic when teachers encourage pupils to evaluate the contributions of
multiple factors in shaping past events, as well as to formulate arguments asserting the
primacy of some causes over others.” Because the multiple-gist strategy achieved this
ideal and engaged students in authentic historical writing, students were successful in
demonstrating complex understanding of the short- and long-term effects of Mao's
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Great Leap.
Not only did the multiple-gist activity focus students on themes typical of
studies in professional history, it did so by requiring elevated levels of thinking. The
nature of the task involves evaluation and organization of information in a way that
pushes students to combine disparate sources of knowledge toward a personal
understanding. Buehl (2011) offers a discipline-specific self-questioning taxonomy for
historical literacy which includes, from lowest levels of thinking to highest:
remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating. All levels
played a part in the Great Leap multiple-gist writing exercise. Indeed, students went
well above and beyond mere recollection of specific details and demonstrated
understanding of many different long- and short-term effects from multiple authors and
applied this understanding to a novel purpose.
Student responses to the metacognitive assessment given after the multiple-gist
task reinforced the conclusion that this strategy facilitates higher-order thinking. In
response to Question 1 (“the thing about this activity that helped me learn best was...
because...) many students mentioned the requirement that the summary not get longer
as new information was integrated as the reason they felt they truly learned the effects
of the Great Leap Forward. Several students discussed this requirement as crucial,
noting that limiting the length forced them to return to what they had written in light of
the new information and determine what is most critical to the overall story of the Great
Leap. In some cases, students had to consider ideas and make a decision about what
would be included and what would be excluded, while in other cases the student was
able to synthesize competing or complementary ideas.
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Evidence from student work shows elevated thinking beyond memorization of
effects as if they are facts. Effects were categorized and ranked, a skill that requires indepth understanding. For example, one student wrote that “The most serious social
effect of the Great Leap was breaking up families.” Her discussion of other social
impacts clearly show evidence of her analysis of which impacts were most significant
in her mind. Another key piece of evidence in student work that showed understanding
was connections made between the effects. For example, one student wrote that “Mao
wanted to have the most steel and iron production in the world so he ordered the
factory workers to melt everything they could find that was made of steel. This led to
major problems in agriculture, because farming machines made of steel were melted
down, even through they were needed.” This student returned to the connections
between agricultural and industrial crisis when he said “It wasn't just the farm
machines. They also melted the wires used in fences, so they had to slaughter the farm
animals” and “Mao also took some farm workers and made them work in the steel
mills.” After discussing the executions of those who refused to work, he concluded,
“Mao had farmers working in factories, he killed farmers, they had to kill farm animals,
and they melted farm machines. His steel plans ruined his farming plans.” Many
students showed evidence of evaluating an overall impact of the Great Leap, such as
one student who organized her discussion of effects around the thesis that the “Great
Leap Forward was actually a Great Leap Backward.”
Document Analysis Graphic Organizer
The document analysis graphic organizer (Appendix G) demonstrated
usefulness in helping students make sense of complex primary and secondary source
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documents. As reported in the results chapter, 59 of the 64 students (92%)
demonstrated primary source questioning and observation skills in their graphic
organizers.
One main success in using this graphic organizer was that it raised student
awareness of the self-questioning that comes naturally to the historian. Students in all
classes pointed out how many questions can be raised about a single letter, article, or
picture. Many students were used to asking basic questions, but few were accustomed
to in-depth analyzing and fewer still showed any experience questioning beyond the
apparent content of the document. Through the repeated use of this graphic organizer,
students gained experience questioning and analyzing documents like a historian.
A similar result of using the document analysis graphic organizers was that it
required students to spend longer looking at and analyzing the document. It is a truism
in teaching history that students simply do not read or look at the pictures long enough
to reach grounded conclusions; they do not naturally look into or beyond the focal
points of the picture or other source. This exercise is one way to push that mental habit
toward a deeper level. While the amount of time looking at a document may seem less
important than the questioning, this is indeed a fundamental skill of professional
history. Historian Phoebe S. K. Young (2012), in a seminar for teachers of history,
explained her response to images used in her recent research: “I not only want to know
what he's doing, I want to know why?, I want to know what he's thinking, I want to
know what he's just done, and I want to know what he's doing next.” Teachers can't
easily teach that advanced curiosity, but they can model and scaffold the questioning,
and they can encourage the deep analysis inherent in historian’s interactions primary
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sources, which takes time. A standardized graphic organizer like the one used
throughout the China unit can facilitate the application of document analysis among
students.
Standardization and repetition are key reasons the document analysis graphic
organizer instruction was effective in helping students glean inferences and reach
conclusions based on primary sources in the China unit. One exposure to document
analysis does model disciplinary observation skills, but it is not enough to establish the
skills as a consistent approach that will help students uncover historical understanding.
Using the same form consistently as a method to facilitate historical questioning allows
the student to establish and ultimately master the approach. In short, practice makes
perfect; “repeated analysis and interpretations of of historical documents are the way to
make history meaningful, engaging, and to build students' abilities to think like a
historian” (Mandell & Malone, 2007, p. 87).
My experience in the China unit reinforces this conclusion. As students
completed several document analysis graphic organizers for various primary sources,
their analyses became more complex, they completed the worksheets faster, and asked
fewer questions. Students perceived the benefits of standardization and repetition and
shared this view in the metacognitive assessment. In the metacognitive assessment
given to students after completion of the document analysis graphic organizer tasks,
several students recorded repetition as “the thing that helped them learn best” from this
exercise and many noted that the task got easier as new documents were introduced.
My use of these document analysis graphic organizers as a thread through a curriculum
unit was limited to the China unit; it seems likely that the benefits would be amplified
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if the standard approach was utilized throughout an entire history course.
Pre-Unit and Post-Unit Surveys
Student surveys, given before and after the China unit, reveal shifts in student
perceptions of effective strategies in learning history. The first question asked students
to rate the effectiveness of common strategies used in history education. Results show
that strategies central to the China unit were all perceived as more effective after unit
completion. A pre- and post-unit survey comparison shows students found in-class
writing assignments, in-class reading assignments, and document analysis all more
effective after the China unit, which emphasized the effect of these disciplinary literacy
teaching methods. In-class writing activities showed the greatest increase, from a mean
rating of 2.9 to a mean 3.73. Clearly, student opinion of the role of writing to learn in
the history classroom shifted based on recent experiences.
Student surveys reinforced the conclusion, discussed earlier in the analysis of
students' document analysis graphic organizers, that the China unit created a context for
primary sources that helped students understand their appropriate role in historical
interpretation. Before the China unit, 71% of students agreed that primary sources are
an important part of historical understanding. The post-unit survey response to the
same question rose to 91%. Student responses showed that students found many
benefits of examining primary sources, including providing multiple perspectives of
different historical actors and practicing history-specific skills. The guiding questions
of the document analysis, and – more importantly – the context of using the primary
source analysis sheets to write an account of Mao's rule in China helped students
develop skills and apply new knowledge. Their successes in this area informed their
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perception of the importance of using primary sources. By unit completion, the vast
majority of the students acknowledged the critical role of primary sources in forming a
reasoned historical understanding.
The responses to the survey question “Do you think writing helps you learn
history?” were particularly insightful because they revealed a widespread and deepseated perception that learning history is entirely a memorization process. This
question was posed to students in both the pre-unit and post-unit survey, and the
responses showed little shift in perception as a result of the unit's emphasis on and
instruction in writing. While the number of affirmative responses to the question rose
from 60% to 77%, student explanations expose no significant cognitive shifts in student
beliefs about the connections between writing and learning history. This perception of
disconnect between writing and developing historical understanding seemed evident
regardless of students' attitudes toward writing; while some students dismissed the
impact of writing on learning because it didn't help them learn new information, others
credited writing as beneficial only because it helped them retain information. It is
apparent that much more must be done beyond a brief emphasis on historical writing to
demonstrate to students that learning history is not merely memorization of
information. Despite no direct reinforcement of retaining information in this entire
unit, survey responses to this question reveal that students maintained this common
view of learning history as retention of facts.
Textbook Chapter Core Performance Task
The textbook chapter core performance task provides an exceptional view of
student understanding of the predetermined goals at unit completion. Based on the
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disciplinary skills rubric, used to assess student understanding in the specific areas
targeted for growth in historical literacy and understanding, student work was grouped
into three main categories. The three categories were determined based on
achievement according to the rubric. Students who received three or four (of four)
“exemplary” scores were determined to “demonstrate understanding and literacy.”
Students who received a mix of scores but no “beginning” scores were determined to
show “developing understanding and literacy” because their mixed scores indicate
strengths in some areas but not overall mastery of the unit's goals. Finally, students
who received “beginning” scores on their rubrics were determined to be “lacking
understanding and literacy.” The “demonstrating understanding and literacy” group
included 44% of students, the “developing understanding and literacy” group included
47% of students, and the “lacking understanding and literacy” group included 9% of
students.
To delineate between the three groups and show student understanding,
examples are provided below. Each of the three enduring understandings for the China
unit are given, followed by student writing excerpts representing either a deep
understanding (as determined by an “exemplary” score on the rubric), or intermediate
understanding (as determined by a “good” score on the rubric) of the concept.
1. Enduring Understanding: China's early negative interactions with Western
powers led to anti-foreign sentiment and the rise of Communism in China.
∑

Exemplary: “Before the civil war between the Nationalists and the
Communists, they were on the same side and formed the First United Front.
Both sides worked together to overthrow the old Qing (Manchu) dynasty,
and both sides hated Western imperialism.... Great Britain was especially
hated because of the opium trade, which Britain used to make money from
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China while Chinese citizens became addicted to the opium. But there were
many other European nations that bullied the Chinese during this time in
order to make money.... The anti-western feelings in China turned to war in
the “Boxer Rebellion” (which should really be called the Boxer War
because it was not a real rebellion) in which Chinese peasants fought against
all the Europeans in China, especially traders and missionaries because they
had the greatest effect in changing China away from its traditions.....
Eventually, after the First United Front collapsed and the civil war started, it
was the Communists that became the more anti-Western side. The
Nationalists were supported by the Europeans, but Mao and the
Communists kept the same anti-foreign feelings that had been popular in
China for a century.”
∑

Good: “The Chinese Communist Party was founded in the early 1920's by
people who were influenced by Marxism. They were inspired by the May
Fourth Movement which swept across China at the end of World War I. The
people that founded the Chinese Communist Party believed that the Marxist
Revolution, as opposed to American capitalism, was the best path to
strengthen and modernize China.”

The “exemplary” student sample provided above shows deep and complex
attainment of the enduring understanding. First, the student characterizes early
interactions with Western nations and establishes how negative feelings developed
between Chinese and Western powers during the age of Imperialism. The student
supports these claims through discussion of the unfair trading policies, hypocrisy in the
opium trade specifically, and the “Boxer Rebellion.” Next, the student explains how
these tensions played a role in the early development of Chinese communism and helps
the reader understand the initial division between the Nationalists and the Communists.
The “good” sample does indeed provide some important background to help the reader
understand the rise of communism in China, but the explanation lacks connections
between the anti-foreign sentiment in China and early Chinese communism.
2. Enduring Understanding: Mao Zedong's “Great Leap Forward” was a radical
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experiment in collectivization that had disastrous short- and long-term
consequences throughout China.
∑

∑

Exemplary: “The Great Leap Forward was an attempt by Mao Zedong to
modernize China's economy so that China would have economically rivaled
America and Britain.... Peasants were forced to work in communes. The
communes were collectivized, which means everything was owned by the
community, not individuals. If peasants refused to work, they would be
executed.... Landowners lost their companies and their land and they were
now equal with peasants.... Mao wanted China to mass-mobilize. Massmobilization is a process which engages and motivates all the people to
work toward the same causes.... Mao wanted to have the most steel and iron
production so he had the peasants melt everything they could find made of
steel. Mao had them melt farm machines and wire that kept the animals in
so they had to slaughter the farm animals. Mao also took some farm
workers and made them work in steel mills. The people that refused to
work or did not agree with Mao were executed.... The government executed
550,000 people during the Great Leap forward (Document 2). This led to
famine because there weren't enough farmer planting and harvesting crops
for the people. It is estimated that 20 million people died of the famine.
This also led the country into a deep debt.”
Good: “The family was no longer the basic structure. Everything was now
done in a community. Peasants had to join collective farms which were
made of 200-300 households. Mao reformed China into a series of
communes. Everything was owned by the government. People no longer
worked for themselves, but for China. All adults could work because
schools and nurseries were provided. Women were made equal in the home
and workplace. 700 million people were placed in 26,578 communes by the
end of 1958. The workers had to use their bare hands if the communes
lacked machinery.... There were many consequences of the Great Leap
Forward. The figures were not accurate at all and food and supplies were all
short. People were upset that their life was controlled by the commune.”

The “exemplary” student sample provided above demonstrates complex and
deep understanding. First, the student defines and explains the Great Leap Forward
policies in a way that clearly articulates understanding of how they collectivized the
Chinese economy and means of production. The student also explains how these
changes were both radical and experimental. Most importantly, however, this student is
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thorough in his discussion of the effects of the Great Leap on the people of China. The
student's explanation includes both short-term and long-term, direct and indirect, and
social as well as economic consequences of the Great Leap Forward. The “good”
student sample also shows a developing understanding, but the explanation does not
clearly establish the wide range of effects shown in the “exemplary” sample. The
“good” sample focuses on direct social impacts, and neglects some of the longer-term
and indirect effects.
3. Enduring Understanding: The Cultural Revolution was intended to bring China
together under Mao's policies but ultimately created divisions between the
educated and illiterate and the rural and urban populations.
∑

Exemplary: “The Cultural Revolution was an effort by Mao to regain
political power after the failure of the Great Leap Forward. It was a
political movement intended to enforce communism, remove lasting parts of
capitalism, and reeducate the people to be good communists.... One way
Mao imposed his beliefs is by the Little Red Book. It was a book of
quotations from Mao. He expected all the students and people of China to
carry one and memorize it.... Another way Mao imposed his beliefs and
gained power is by propaganda.... Mao made posters and commercials that
approved of his methods and rules.... Red Guards were teens and kids that
bonded together and they encouraged the youth of China to criticize people
that Mao thought were untrustworthy.... Anyone that was against Mao
would be punished by the Red Guards.... In the article “A Red Guard Looks
Back in Anger,” a former Red Guard was mad at Mao. He was mad because
he thought he was doing the right thing at the time which was protecting
Mao, but once the Cultural Revolution ended he realized that Mao and the
Gang of Four brainwashed him so he never had a chance to experience
childhood like most kids.... In another article, “No Tears for Mao,” a girl
remembers when Red Guards forced their way into her house and broke
everything, tied her parents down and shaved their heads and saw them get
beaten. She saw them get taken away.... Even through the whole point of
the Cultural Revolution was to reform China's culture so they would be one
great communist nation working together, the opposite happened. Everyone
was watching each other and ready to turn them in to the Red Guard if they
did something wrong. The Red Guard turned China into teens versus adults
and city versus country, and the fighting between them tore the country
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apart.”
∑

Good: Mao wanted to get rid of the bourgeois intellectuals from China and
create a proletariat country. Instead of getting rid of the intellectual people,
Mao decided to reach the youth and re-educate them. Mao tried to reach the
youth through propaganda techniques. Posters of Mao and his revolution
were all over China.... He sent the upper middle class to farming
communities to do manual labor. Mao published literature himself, and
made most of the rest illegal. Everyone had to carry around a book of his
quotes called the “Little Red Book.” Youth on board with Mao became part
of the Red Guard. The Red Guard criticized anyone who wasn't in favor of
Mao.... In Source 4, Mao states 'There are some people within the
Communists Party who are in important positions yet who are not really
Communists.' Mao is talking to the youth and planting the seed to start the
rebellion.”

The “exemplary” student sample provided above shows deep understanding.
This student uses the Little Red Book and the formation of the Red Guard to show how
Mao was reintroducing his brand of communism in China. This student is clear about
the disconnect between how Cultural Revolution policies were presented to the people
in propaganda and the actual effects of the program on the people of China. The
student specifically discusses the divisions that emerged between the intellectual
classes and the workers, the rich and the poor, as well as the urban and the rural
residents. The “good” sample is once again an appropriate explanation of basic
understanding, but it does not communicate how all the divisions played out as the
Cultural Revolution pitted different groups of Chinese citizens against each other. The
“good” sample includes an excellent discussion of how the Red Guard represent a
generational division in China, but it is unclear whether this student sees more subtle
but equally important divisions elsewhere in the Cultural Revolution society.

The most significant result of student performance on the textbook chapter task
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was that it provided more valid evaluation of student understanding than commonly
used selected-response summative assessments. Wiggins and McTighe (2005) clearly
articulate the simple reason why: “Understanding is revealed in performance.
Understanding is revealed as transferability of core ideas, knowledge, and skill, on
challenging tasks in a variety of contexts. Thus, assessment for understanding must be
grounded in authentic performance-based tasks” (p. 153). Whereas assessments
planned after completion of a unit, and selected-response tests in particular,
consistently reward students for memorizing decontextualized facts, a core
performance task such as the China Under Mao textbook chapter assignment allow
students to communicate their own thinking and demonstrate the level of their
understanding.
In addition to serving as an effective summative assessment of student
knowledge and skills, the textbook chapter core performance task made other China
unit learning activities more effective. In contrast to a unit test, common in the content
coverage model, this summative assessment was entirely known to students throughout
their learning experiences, and students were made aware when class work would be
integrated directly into the textbook chapter assessment. The result was a greater sense
of relevance for each learning activity that was intended to build either conceptual
historical understanding or develop historical literacy skills. While the teacher's
curriculum may often make the connections between learning activities and summative
assessments, it is rare to see students make these same connections. When students
were aware of how the task at hand would help them achieve, the results were
increased motivation and focus, decreased student behavior and classroom management
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issues, and student products that served as valid formative assessments of knowledge
and skills.
The work that students did toward completion of their China textbook chapters
was active, but also short, doable within the classroom, and easily differentiated. In
their analysis of the disconnect between the myriad national reports on the state of
social studies education and social studies achievement, Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde
(1998) point out that social studies teachers tend to view more active forms of learning,
including writing, discussion, and group work, as “time-consuming add-ons to the
material that is supposed to be covered” (p. 143). This unit, and the textbook core
performance task specifically, show that active learning can be easily integrated into the
history classroom without loss. Content was not cut form the curriculum; indeed,
students “covered” more material under the Understanding by Design, core
performance task model than in previous years when the unit was taught in the more
traditional content-coverage model. Writing was broken down into small, achievable
parts that allowed students to focus on one or a few skills or concepts at a time. Several
types of group discussion, group write-arounds, and exit cards all made for active
learning experiences, but none were “add-ons” that operated outside the content.
Instead, they served as important formative assessment opportunities that helped
students make connections between content and historical significance, as well as
actively participate in their learning.
As a result of this unit, students became more aware of what a professional
historian does and what skills are necessary to “do” history. Textbook entries were
chosen as the core performance task in part because history textbooks are perhaps the
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only authentic product of historians that all students have experienced, yet it seems
clear few students viewed them in this way. An unintended consequence of requiring
this task was a thoughtful analysis by many students about what makes a good
textbook, why textbooks are written the way they are, and when a textbook is the best
source to use. More important than their growing awareness of textbooks as authentic
historical work, students also learned what skills are employed by professional
historians and had the opportunity to mirror the process. As can be seen throughout the
literature and reiterated by student responses in this study, secondary students do not
view history as a relevant and important discipline. This is easily understood when one
considers that the belief of irrelevance is based on the conclusion that history is a
memorization task. When students understand that history is the work of analyzing for
cause and effect over time, synthesizing multiple perspectives, and forming conclusions
based on evidence – not memorizing facts – they can form new beliefs about the
discipline that do not simply dismiss it as inevitable and irrelevant.
Research Questions
The initial research questions were addressed in several ways throughout this
study; broad conclusions based on specific results are provided.
How does a social studies curriculum that emphasizes conceptual understanding
rather than content coverage impact student comprehension of content knowledge
and the development of literacy skills?
Social studies curriculum designed in the Understanding by Design framework,
with performance assessment based directly on unit enduring understandings results in
greater student comprehension of content knowledge and development of literacy
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skills, as compared to the content-coverage curriculum model. When concepts are
emphasized over content in the social studies classroom, students are able to
contextualize content and direct their learning toward understanding big ideas and
answering essential questions. Organizing learning activities around a core
performance provides additional context and direction for students, as well as enures
valid summative assessment, consistent formative assessment, and facilitates the
development of literacy skills.
What is the impact of specific instructional strategies on the development of
students’ historical understanding and literacy?
The multiple-gist summarizing strategy is a particularly effective way to
facilitate student exploration of multiple perspectives or complex concepts that require
considering several facets. In writing these summaries, students honed historical
literacy skills such as writing a main idea and supporting it with evidence and
synthesized from multiple viewpoints on the same event into one compound
explanation.
Document analysis graphic organizers are a generally established part of the
history education practice, a place this study shows is entirely appropriate. Graphic
organizers help students engage in the historical questioning and analysis process by
directly them through the critical questions a historian must pose when inferring
beyond a source. The use of graphic organizers, however, is only a helpful method for
introducing and practicing these disciplinary skills, not a stand-alone task. Document
analysis graphic organizers, when used in concert with other strategies that provide
broader context and target communication of students' knowledge, effectively facilitate
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the development of students' historical understanding of key concepts and historical
literacy.
Finally, the textbook-style core performance task is a powerful strategy to help
students direct their learning toward a goal, learn through assessment, gain feedback
throughout the unit, and ultimately communicate their aggregate understanding. The
nature of a core performance task makes unit goals, and therefore expectations, clearer
to students. Students working toward that goal are more focused and purposeful in
their work when they understand how it relates to their evaluation (if not their
understanding). Working on the textbook chapters is not merely assessment of
learning, it is assessment for learning, as the learning continues – perhaps even
accelerates – as students work to create a personal understanding they can share. Each
part of the overall task offers an opportunity for differentiation and formative
assessment. This gives the teacher the chance to make necessary instructional
adjustments or implement individual interventions, and it gives the student a chance to
rethink and revise based on teacher feedback before they are expected to demonstrate
summative knowledge. When that times comes, and the textbook chapters are
complete, the students and teacher can both be confident that the resulting view of
student understanding is much deeper and more nuanced, more like that of a real
historian, than any decontextualized knowledge recitation task.
How does instruction in disciplinary literacy contribute to the development of
historical understanding?
History is a discipline that requires specific and established forms of thinking,
reading, and writing to understand. History teachers, therefore, must essentially teach
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the language of history in the classroom if they expect their students to be able to
communicate complex historical understanding. The instruction of historical literacy in
this unit, through the use of the multiple-gist summarizing activity, document analysis
graphic organizers, and the textbook chapter core performance task, shows that
instruction in historical literacy indeed contributes to the development of historical
understanding. Disciplinary literacy tasks encourage students to actively, authentically,
and deeply engage with the historical concepts in ways that produce far deeper
understanding than content coverage approaches. When students have the literacy
skills required to mirror the profession, they can construct a personal understanding of
a concept or time period similar to a professional historian.
Students engaged in history as a discipline, and not history as a category of
trivia, learn to think, read, and write like historians. Equipped with these transferable
skills and habits of mind, students will no longer dismiss history as irrelevant, but will
instead be able to construct personal historical understanding that drives further
curiosity.
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CHAPTER 7: IMPLICATIONS
The most important implication of this study for teachers is the application of a
systematic approach to two key goals of history education: historical understanding and
historical literacy. Erickson (1998), Gardner (2000), and Wiggins and McTighe (2005),
among others, have shown that conceptual understanding of big ideas central to a
discipline holds far greater potential for learners than a content-coverage model of
curriculum. The Understanding by Design model specifically (Wiggins & McTighe,
2005) offers a particularly useful framework for application in the classroom that helps
teachers determine big ideas, design valid and appropriate assessments, pose essential
questions, and select learning activities best suited to assist students in reaching these
goals. Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) have focused attention on higher-order literacy
skills that are specific to a discipline and provided practitioners with a revised view of
teaching reading and writing that complements the top priority of teaching for
understanding within a discipline. Buehl (2011) is particularly useful for teachers
looking to apply disciplinary literacy, and Mandell and Malone (2007) are helpful in
applying historical literacy in the classroom. Built on these key contributions, this
study can offer teachers a useful framework for applying historical literacy strategies
within an Understanding by Design curriculum that balances priorities and maximizes
learning.
The China unit, which focuses on three enduring understandings and three
disciplinary literacy strategies (one which also served as a core performance task) is not
prescriptive and can not be applied as a comprehensive model applicable to all history
courses. However, professional educators may adapt this basic framework to elevate
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the level at which they are able to execute curriculum for understanding and
simultaneously teach disciplinary literacy skills. Teachers can follow the
Understanding by Design model, but add to the planning process the key component of
determining which literacy skills are needed to communicate understanding. Designing
tasks to develop those skills – in addition to enduring understandings – during the unit's
learning activities can help teachers ensure that their units stay focused and their
students have the tools and lessons necessary to achieve success.
While this study offers some practical implications for classroom practices,
more research is needed in this area. The literacy strategies chosen for this study to
examine the relationship between historical literacy and historical understanding
demonstrate only three of the myriad potentially effective strategies available, and
certainly different methods are appropriate for various different topics, concepts, and
students. Further research is needed to show which specific strategies represent best
practices in a curriculum designed to develop related forms of disciplinary literacy in
the social studies classroom, such as geographic literacy, media literacy, scientific
literacy, and civic literacy. This study shows one possible blend of historical literacy
strategies and concept-based curriculum that may or may not be generalizable to a
broader approach to history education.
This basic blend, however, if applied appropriately (conceptual goals,
performance assessments, and disciplinary literacy strategies are all chosen carefully to
best fit the needs of both the discipline and the learners) holds powerful potential for
history teachers. As discussed in the introduction, this study was conceived in part to
determine top priorities and a viable balance to all the demands being placed on history
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education. This unit of study offers one effective way to design curriculum that centers
on in-depth conceptual understanding while developing critical disciplinary literacy
skills needed to make sense of historical lessons and communicate understanding in
history.
Merging historical literacy with Understanding by Design is greater than the
sum of its parts; the two complement each other in a way that multiplies the benefits of
each. There are many ways history teachers attempt to comply with the demands of
their profession and meet the needs of all their students. When history teachers are
pulled in so many directions, it is no surprise that instruction often becomes piecemeal
– some of this, some of that. Now, as the new Common Core State Standards for
Literacy in History/Social Studies are forcing literacy instruction, it is critical teachers
rethink how literacy is integrated in the classroom and avoid the piecemeal approach.
To add literacy exercises outside current practices – especially in content-coverage
approaches – will only exacerbate the problems facing history education. Instead,
teachers must realign curriculum that merges literacy skills into the fundamental goals,
along with key concepts. When both are central, literacy skills can be used to build
understanding, and big ideas can give purpose and direction to important disciplinary
skills.
This study reaffirms the pervasiveness of a particularly troubling attitude
secondary students harbor toward history education that undermines even the best
classroom practices: students fundamentally tend to view history as the memorization
of facts. Student perceptions collected throughout this study did not often parallel the
shifts in teaching strategies and student achievement. This unit purposefully did not
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include any pure memorization tasks, nor did major assessments evaluate students
based on knowledge of historical content. After completion, however, students
maintained prior beliefs and many even assessed literacy strategies used during the
China unit as effective only because it helped them retain or recall information. While
this is only tangentially related to this study and likely stems from a view of history
established far earlier in the students' education, it is a serious concern that must be
addressed by future research and classroom application. If students continue to view
history class as an exercise in memorization, continued improvements in teaching for
understanding and literacy skills will never reach their true potential.
One adjustment that should be made in applying the curriculum model
advocated by this study to the classroom is to broaden the scope of both enduring
understandings and disciplinary literacy skills. This study was conducted in a way that
overly isolated the China unit from other World History and Geography units. The
enduring understandings, essential questions, and disciplinary literacy skills targeted
were all specific to this unit alone, when ideally these goals should align with even
broader key concepts and skills that could serve as themes or anchors throughout an
entire course. This seems especially important in determining how to include
disciplinary literacy strategies, which require consistent practice and therefore are
subject to student feelings of redundancy and burnout. For example, the document
analysis graphic organizer activity would be even more effective if it was not
concentrated in a single unit, as it was in this study, but instead used consistently but
only occasionally throughout the course to establish this core disciplinary skill.
The multiple-gist strategy may have been more successful if the content and
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writing instruction were complemented with reading strategy instruction. The multiplegist strategy is particularly complex in that it connects reading and writing directly;
deficits in taking meaning from reading will result in troubles making meaning in
student writing. It is therefore crucial that this writing-focused task – if it is to be based
on reading book excerpts and articles, as it was in this unit of study – must also provide
scaffolded instruction in reading. To the social studies teacher, reading and writing
instruction may seem disconnected, but additional reading instruction could hold
benefits for students in both reading comprehension and writing abilities. Keene and
Zimmerman (2007) argue that “what's critical is determining importance of the wholetext or idea level... children need to be aware of what's important at the word and
sentence levels so they will be able to understand the overall meaning of the whole-text
level” (p. 211).
While the authors are discussing reading, this observation also applies neatly to
the cognitive processes involved in the multiple-gist task. As students attempt to
determine the key ideas of a given article, it is first critical to pinpoint the key words
and sentences. According to my field notes regarding which students I worked closely
with, students with lower Lexile reading-ability scores did exhibit more difficulty and
confusion throughout this task, which likely stems from the difficulties in identifying
key ideas in the reading. There were a few students in each class that required help
determining what the historians were arguing. Some students were confused by
vocabulary, as the secondary sources taken from monographs and other professional
publications. Most of the students who struggled with reading, however, were more
confused by the complexity of the writing, which often did not clearly show the main
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idea in a way that younger readers would understand. The multiple-gist activity,
because it requires students to identify key ideas in reading and then synthesize several
key ideas through writing naturally magnifies student difficulties in isolating these
ideas. Therefore, it is especially important that teachers employing this writing strategy
remain cognizant of the fundamental connections to reading and provide appropriate
instruction in identifying main ideas through significant words and sentences.
The document analysis graphic organizer was exceptionally effective in helping
students develop the observation and inference skills needed to draw meaning from
primary sources. However, like any supposedly universal template, there are always
exceptions that do not fit neatly into the framework. This challenged students, as the
graphic organizer was presented to them as essentially comprehensive in order to
facilitate student practice in asking all the right questions. One potential problem with
this approach is that the students may miss something important because the graphic
organizer does not include a question or focus that directs students toward a key idea;
however, I did not experience this issue in the China unit. Another potential problem
with using a comprehensive graphic organizer to facilitate questioning is that it may
give students the false impression that all questions are equally important. The graphic
organizer does not necessarily teach students that not all analytical questions are equal.
While a professional historian would ponder different aspects of a political cartoon than
a photograph or diary entry, the students are applying a supposedly universal model.
For example, a historian would surely evaluate bias in an editorial to a far greater
extent than a photograph. It is therefore crucial that teachers who use graphic
organizers to help students observe and infer from historical sources also provide some
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more specialized instruction as students progress in their literacy and understanding in
order to best help students internalize the habits of mind evident in a historian's
analysis.
It is very important that document analysis instruction be contextualized within
the curriculum unit and purposefully directed toward completion of a core performance
task. Primary sources in the history classroom are a means to an end – an end that must
be predetermined by the teacher if the sources are to be appropriately used and
understood. Simply analyzing documents in isolated fragments the historical process
and removes purpose from the student's disciplinary experience. According to Mandell
(2013), “we are looking to construct our understanding from the sources. We are not
looking to find the answers in the sources.” Considered together, primary sources
provide the historian – and therefore the history student – with evidence that can be
used to reach conclusions beyond a single source. It is crucial that teachers
contextualize document analysis tasks to help students apply knowledge gained from
the sources, or students resort to the unfortunately common belief that primary source
analysis is not an applicable or necessary skill.
Future Questions for Research
1. How can history teachers help students view history as a discipline of critical
lessons and not mere facts?
2. What is the ideal amount of time to spend on disciplinary literacy strategies
within a unit to provide adequate instruction and practice while still remaining
focused on historical understanding?
3. How can a marriage between Understanding by Design and disciplinary literacy
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be best applied to an entire course curriculum?
Conclusion
In conclusion, disciplinary literacy strategies can be seamlessly blended into an
Understanding by Design curriculum model to design coursework that both develops
historical literacy skills and cultivates personal historical understanding in the minds of
learners. The multiple-gist summary task, the document analysis graphic organizer,
and the textbook chapter core performance task all represent effective learning
activities that are connected to enduring understandings, challenge students to construct
personal answers to essential questions, serve as valid assessments of student learning,
and contribute to the development of historical literacy skills. History education
classes that utilize this framework can help students construct and elaborately
communicate their understanding of historical events and patterns of events throughout
time.
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APPENDIX B: THE COMMON CORE STATE READING STANDARDS FOR
LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12
Grades 9-10 students:

Grades 11-12 students:

Key Ideas and Details
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of 1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of
primary and secondary sources, attending to such
primary and secondary sources, connecting insights
features as the date and origin of the information.
gained from specific details to an understanding of
the text as a whole.
2. Determine the central ideas or information of a
primary or secondary source; provide an accurate
summary of how key events or ideas develop over the
course of the text.

Determine the central ideas or information of a
primary or secondary source; provide an accurate
summary that makes clear the relationships among
the key details and ideas.

3. Analyze in detail a series of events described in a
text; determine whether earlier events caused later
ones or simply preceded them.

3. Evaluate various explanations for actions or events
and determine which explanation best accords with
textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leave
matters uncertain.

Craft and Structure
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including vocabulary
describing political, social, or economic aspects of
history/social studies.

4. Determine the meaning or words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including analyzing how an
author uses and refines the meaning of a key term
over the course of a text (e.g. how Madison defines
faction in Federalist No. 10.)

5. Analyze how a text uses structure to emphasize key 5. Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is
points or advance an explanation or analysis.
structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs,
and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole.
6. Compare the point of view of two or more authors
for how they treat the same or similar topics,
including which details they include and emphasize
in their respective accounts.

6. Evaluate authors' differing points of view on the
same historical event or issue by assessing the
authors' claims, reasoning, and evidence.

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
7. Integrate quantitative or technical analysis (e.g.
7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of
charts, research data) with qualitative analysis in print information presented in diverse formats and media
or digital texts.
(e.g. visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in
order to address a question or solve a problem.
8. Assess the extent to which the reasoning and
evidence in a text support the author's claims.

8. Evaluate an author's premises, claims, and
evidence by corroborating or challenging them with
other information.

9. Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic 9. Integrate information from diverse sources, both
in several primary and secondary sources.
primary and secondary, into a coherent understanding
of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among
sources.
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
10. By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend
10. By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend
history/social studies texts in the 9-10 text complexity history/social studies texts in the grades 11-CCR text
band independently and proficiently.
complexity band independently and proficiently.

(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010, p. 61).
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APPENDIX C: COMMON CORE STATE WRITING STANDARDS FOR
LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES... 6-12
Grades 9-10 students:

Grades 11-12 students:

Text Types and Purposes
1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific
content.
a. Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s)
from alternate or opposing claims, and create an
organization that establishes clear relationships
among the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and
evidence.
b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly,
supplying data and evidence for each while pointing
out the strengths and limitations of both claim(s) and
counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form and in
a manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge
level and concerns.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to link the major
sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the
relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between
reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and
counterclaims.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective
tone while attending to the norms and conventions of
the discipline in which they are writing.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that
follows from or supports the argument presented.

Write arguments focused on discipline-specific
content.
a. Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s),
establish the significance of the claim(s), distinguish
the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and
create an organization that logically sequences the
claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and
thoroughly, supplying the most relevant data and
evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and
limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a
discipline-appropriate form that anticipates the
audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and
possible biases.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied
syntax to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between
claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and evidence,
and between claim(s) and counterclaims.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective
tone while attending to the norms and conventions of
the discipline in which they are writing.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that
follows from or supports the argument presented.

2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the
narration of historical events, scientific procedures/
experiments, or technical processes.
a. Introduce a topic and organize ideas, concepts, and
information to make important connections and
distinctions; include formatting (e.g., headings),
graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when
useful to aiding comprehension.
b. Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant, and
sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details,
quotations, or other information and examples
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.
c. Use varied transitions and sentence structures to
link the major sections of the text, create cohesion,
and clarify the relationships among ideas and
concepts.
d. Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic and
convey a style appropriate to the discipline and
context as well as to the expertise of likely readers.
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective
tone while attending to the norms and conventions of
the discipline in which they are writing.
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that
follows from and supports the information or

2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the
narration of historical events, scientific procedures/
experiments, or technical processes.
a. Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas,
concepts, and information so that each new element
builds on that which precedes it to create a unified
whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics
(e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension.
b. Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most
significant and relevant facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other information and
examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of
the topic.
c. Use varied transitions and sentence structures to
link the
major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify
the relationships among complex ideas and concepts.
d. Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary
and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy
to manage the complexity of the topic; convey a
knowledgeable stance in a style that responds to the
discipline and context as well as to the expertise of
likely readers.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that
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explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications
or the significance of the topic).

follows from and supports the information or
explanation provided (e.g., articulating implications
or the significance of the topic).

3. N/A - CCR anchor standard relates to narratives,
which are not applicable to the social studies
curriculum.

3. N/A - CCR anchor standard relates to narratives,
which are not applicable to the social studies
curriculum.

Production and Distribution of Writing
4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate
to task, purpose, and audience.

4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate
to task, purpose, and audience.

5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new
approach, focusing on addressing what is most
significant for a specific purpose and audience.

5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by
planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new
approach, focusing on addressing what is most
significant for a specific purpose and audience.

6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce,
publish, and update individual or shared writing
products, taking advantage of technology’s capacity
to link to other information and to display
information flexibly and dynamically

6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce,
publish, and update individual or shared writing
products in response to ongoing feedback, including
new arguments or information.

Research to Build and Present Knowledge
7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research
projects to answer a question (including a selfgenerated question) or solve a problem; narrow or
broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under investigation.

7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research
projects to answer a question (including a selfgenerated question) or solve a problem; narrow or
broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under investigation.

8. Gather relevant information from multiple
authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced
searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each
source in answering the research question; integrate
information into the text selectively to maintain the
flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a
standard format for citation.

8. Gather relevant information from multiple
authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced
searches effectively; assess the strengths and
limitations of each source in terms of the specific
task, purpose, and audience; integrate information
into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas,
avoiding plagiarism and over-reliance on any one
source and following a standard format for citation.

9. Draw evidence from informational texts to support 9. Draw evidence from informational texts to support
analysis, reflection, and research.
analysis, reflection, and research.
Range of Writing
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time
for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a
single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time
for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a
single sitting or a day or two) for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010, pp. 64-66).
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APPENDIX D: STUDENT PREASSESSMENT AND PRE-UNIT SURVEY
Student Survey
1. Please rate the following types of instruction in terms of effectiveness in
helping you learn history. 1 = Not very effective, 5 = Very effective.
Direct instruction (lecture, notes, presentations)
1 2 3

4

5

Cooperative Learning (group work)

1

2

3

4

5

Textbook guided reading, textbook worksheets or responses

1

2

3

4

5

Document analysis (primary or secondary sources)

1

2

3

4

5

In-class reading assignments (articles, reading excerpts, etc)

1

2

3

4

5

In-class writing assignments (responses, summaries, etc)

1

2

3

4

5

2. How important is reading and studying primary sources (original materials from
the time period being studied) to helping you understand concepts in history
classes? Explain.

3. How important is it to look at a historical time period from different people's
perspectives in helping you understand concepts in history classes? Explain.

4. Do you think writing helps you learn history? Why or why not?

5. What do you think are the most important skills necessary to be a professional
historian?
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Modern China History Preassessment

-

6. Circle the words you could explain to someone, then write a simple definition in
the space below. Underline the words you've heard of but can't explain.
communism

Mao Zedong Cultural Revolution dynasty

civil war

sphere of influence imperialism

nationalism

opium

Rebellion

peasant

superpower

Taiwan

republic

collectivism

Hong Kong Tiananmen Square

cold war

mandate of heaven commune

7. What do you know about communism, China, or modern Chinese history? Put
down anything that comes to mind.
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APPENDIX E: STUDENT METACOGNITIVE ASSESSMENTS
Metacognition Exit Pass
China Under Mao
World History and Geography

Name: __________________________
Date: _____________
Hour: _____

1. The thing about this activity that helped me learn best was....

because....

2. I still don't understand....

3. I could do better on a similar task next time by....
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APPENDIX F: STUDENT POST-UNIT SURVEY
Student Survey #2
1. Please rate the following types of instruction in terms of effectiveness in
helping you learn history. 1 = Not very effective, 5 = Very effective.
Direct instruction (lecture, notes, presentations)
1 2 3

4

5

Cooperative Learning (group work)

1

2

3

4

5

Textbook guided reading, textbook worksheets or responses

1

2

3

4

5

Document analysis (primary or secondary sources)

1

2

3

4

5

In-class reading assignments (articles, reading excerpts, etc)

1

2

3

4

5

In-class writing assignments (responses, summaries, etc)

1

2

3

4

5

2. How important is reading and studying primary sources (original materials
from the time period being studied) to helping you understand concepts in
history classes? Explain.

3. How important is it to look at a historical time period from different people's
perspectives in helping you understand concepts in history classes?
Explain.

4. Do you think writing helps you learn history? Why or why not?

5. What do you think are the most important skills necessary to be a
professional historian?
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6. Has there been a change in your answers since the first time you completed
this survey based on your experiences in the China unit? If so, please
explain the change in your thinking and what brought about this change.

7. Thinking of the China unit specifically, what parts/assignments....
a) were the most helpful in developing your understanding?

b) were the least helpful in developing your understanding?

c) the most difficult for you?

8. In terms of long-term learning, do you think you learned more or less about
the unit big ideas (Communist history) from the writing assignment? Or do
you think you would've learned more if we had covered more events,
people, and ideas? Explain.
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APPENDIX G: PRIMARY SOURCE ANALYSIS GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

Document Analysis Sheet
Title of Document: _________________________________________
Document Basic Information
Author of Document:
(Who wrote the document?)

Date of Document:
(When was the document created?)

Source Type
Primary Source _____
Secondary Source _____

Describe Type of Document:
(Is it a letter, an article, an advertisement...?)

Analyzing Content
Main Idea of Document:
(What is the main point the writer is
presenting?)

Supporting Details from Document:
(What specific information helps you understand
the main idea?)

Analyzing Beyond the Content
Style of the Document:
Point of View of the Document:
(What do you notice about the style and tone (Is there a bias? What viewpoint is presented?)
of the document?)
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APPENDIX H: TEXTBOOK CHAPTER RUBRIC

Digital Textbook Chapter: Communist China under Mao
Overarching Goal: The goal of this assignment is to develop and
demonstrate understanding of Modern Communist Chinese History
through the reforms of the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural
Revolution.
Specific Task: You will be writing two textbooks entries: one focusing
on the Great Leap Forward and one focusing on the Cultural Revolution.
In creating the textbook pages, you will include analysis of primary and
secondary sources and write from the perspective of a historian.
Key Criteria: Each of the following characteristics are common among history
textbooks, and will be used to assess your textbook entry.
History textbooks should be...
∑ Accurate; they are often considered authoritative accounts of what happened
and therefore must be very accurate to be trusted.
∑ Balanced; while textbooks may include somewhat controversial conclusions,
they generally at least acknowledge the alternate opinions/perspectives.
∑ Comprehensive; they must consider all major aspects of a given era or policy,
they must consider how the same event affects different types of people.
∑ Concise; while textbooks try to include all major perspectives, they do not
attempt to include all the scholarship available. They are reference books, and
therefore should remain introductory in nature.
∑ Documented; they reference primary sources from the time period, include
secondary source analysis and interpretation, and they are clear about where
they got their information.
∑ Interesting; they must engage all types of readers - they should include pictures,
links, captions, references to interesting stories and documents.
Specific Requirements: Use the list below as a checklist in creating your textbook
chapter. This list represents the basic requirements which all textbook chapters must
include, excellent products will go above and beyond this list.
∑ Chapter titles
∑ 1 sentence “big idea” statement summarizing the era (1 for each section)
∑ Background paragraph explaining how communists gained control of China and
what their goals were
∑ Minimum 3/4 page (single-spaced) entry on the Great Leap Forward
◦ This entry should focus on the many effects (impacts) of the Great Leap
policies.
∑ Minimum 3/4 page (single-spaced) entry on the Cultural Revolution
◦ This entry should focus on primary source analysis in explaining the
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∑

revolution. You will need to provide references to these sources in your
explanation.
At least 2 pictures per section (4 total, minimum) with captions that are
specifically selected to help the reader understand your main point(s). (Pictures
may be primary documents)

And the next time Mao or communism in China comes up, you can proudly respond, “I
wrote the book on that!”
Rubric Checklist
The following rubric will be used in assessing your understanding of the Great Leap
Forward, the Cultural Revolution, and Maoism in general through the textbook chapter.
Background Paragraph
Written Explanation
∑ Exemplary: Student writes an accurate, balanced, comprehensive yet
concise, well-documented, and interesting explanation of how the
Communists and Mao came to power and what their goals were.

_____ / 10

Great Leap Section
Written Explanation
∑ Exemplary: Student writes an accurate, balanced, comprehensive yet
_____ / 15
concise, well-documented, and interesting explanation of the causes,
characteristics, and effects of the Great Leap policies.
∑ Specific vocabulary: the following terms are used and defined for the
reader:
◦ communism, commune, mass-mobilization
∑ Effects Emphasis: Student includes at least 4 main effects of the Great
Leap, including at least 1 economic effect, 1 social effect, and 1 political
effect.
Additional Information
∑ Student includes pictures with captions that contribute to the reader's
understanding of the Great Leap Forward.
∑ Student includes a “big picture” summary statement at the beginning of
the section.

_____ / 10

Cultural Revolution Section
Written Explanation
∑ Exemplary: Student writes an accurate, balanced, comprehensive yet
concise, well-documented, and interesting explanation of the causes,
characteristics, and effects of the Cultural Revolution policies.
∑ Specific vocabulary: the following terms are used and defined for the
reader:
◦ Red Guard, Gang of Four, Little Red Book, propaganda
∑ Primary Source Emphasis: Student includes at least 4 primary source

_____ / 15
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citations (quoted or included as picture) to support their conclusions
about the Cultural Revolution.
Additional Information
∑ Student includes pictures with captions that contribute to the reader's
understanding of the Cultural Revolution.
∑ Student includes a “big picture” summary statement at the beginning of
the section.

_____ / 10

Overall
Organization and Style
∑ Exemplary: good use of space, thoughtful placement of pictures,
documents, and other media or sources, headings and subheadings help
reader understand
∑ Appearance: Product is interesting, colorful, engaging, and clearly
shows student effort.
Writing Like a Historian
∑ Textbook entries balance differing perspectives, including between
historians and between persons involved in the Great Leap and
Cultural Revolution.
∑ Textbook entries use both primary and secondary sources
appropriately to build an historical conclusion and demonstrate indepth analysis of documents.
∑ Student defines and uses terminology crucial to understanding era.
∑ Student shows improvement in writing about history from early writing
samples.
TOTAL:

_____ / 5

_____ / 15

_____ / 80 points
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Disciplinary Skills Rubric: Key aspects of your project have been emphasized
throughout the unit and therefore represent a larger portion of your overall grade. As
you can see from the rubric checklist, these sections are worth 15 point each. This
rubric further breaks down how those sections will be scored.
Exemplary: 15 points Good: 12 points

Beginning: 9 points

Great Leap: Cause
and effect analysis
emphasis

- Distinguishes multiple
causes and/or multiple
effects, including both
obvious and intended and
more subtle and
unintended causes and
effects, as well as long
and shot term causes and
effects
- Recognizes that different
groups were affected in
different ways

- Distinguishes multiple
causes of an event and/or
effects of an event,
including long and short
term
- Some recognition that
different groups were
affected in different ways

- Addresses only one or
two causes and/or effects
- Generally limited to short
term and obvious /
intended only

Cultural Revolution:
Primary source
analysis and synthesis

- Uses multiple primary
and secondary sources
representing a variety of
perspectives and/or types
of information
- Identifies author/creator
of sources provides
assessment of effect on
validity and perspective
- Deep analysis of
information, motivation,
and perspectives
expressed in sources
- compares, contrasts, or
otherwise connects
multiple pieces of
evidence

- Uses multiple sources
- Generally includes
combination of primary
and secondary sources
- Identifies author/creator
of source, although may
not consider the effect of
this on validity,
perspective, or how to
evaluate the source(s)
- some consideration of
information, motivation,
and perspective expressed
in source

- Uses one or two sources,
generally secondary;
source(s) presents account
of past as “authoritative
uncontested truth”
- No attention to
evaluating validity or
perspective of the
source(s)

Overall: Multiple
perspective
emphasis...

- Draws interpretive
connections between the
ways in which different
groups of historical actors
understood “their present”
and the ways they
responded to the
problems, opportunities,
and choices confronted
them

- Recognizes that
historical actors brought
multiple perspectives to
the same event, reflecting
differences in class,
gender, race/ethnicity,
region, religion, age,
education, and past
experiences
- Does not necessarily
connect these perspectives
to significant historical
developments

- Recognizes that people's
lives in the past differed in
significant way from
contemporary 21st century
life
- May connect this to
personal goals or actions
- May not recognize
difference / may use
contemporary values and
knowledge to explain or
make sense of past actions
or decisions

...and main ideas
(conclusion) and

- Main idea statements
- Main idea statements
(topic sentences) establish show some purpose;

- Main idea statements
show little or no purpose;
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supporting details

a clear focus for the
paragraph
- Multiple sources used to
develop the complexity
and importance of
historical event and/or
concept
- Includes specific,
appropriate, and accurate
evidence to support main
idea

establishes some purpose
for the paragraph
- Several sources are used
but may not be integrated
under the overarching
goals set out in main idea
statement
- Includes some good
evidence for main idea
statement

establishes poor focus for
the paragraphs
- Lacks use of multiple
sources; relies solely on
one or few sources to
support main idea
- Includes poor or no
evidence for main idea
statement

Source: “Categories of Inquiry” from Mandell, N., & Malone, B. (2007). Thinking like
a historian: Rethinking history instruction : A framework to enhance and improve
teaching and learning. Madison, WI: Wisconsin Historical Society Press.
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APPENDIX I: UNIT UbD CURRICULUM PLAN
Curriculum Unit Plan
Title: China

Topics: Ancient China, geography of East Asia, Nationalist China,
Communist China, population, progress vs. persecution, China as a
power in the global context

Grade: 9

Designers: Garrett Jones
Stage 1 - Desired Results

Content Standards (Wisconsin Model Academic Standards)
Geography
A.12.4 Analyze the short-term and long-term effects that major changes in population in various parts of the world have
had or might have on the environment
A.12.10 Analyze the effect of cultural ethics and values in various parts of the world on scientific and technological
development
History
B.12.1 Explain different points of view on the same historical event, using data gathered from various sources, such as
letters, journals, diaries, newspapers, government documents, and speeches
B.12.2 Analyze primary and secondary sources related to a historical question to evaluate their relevance, make
comparisons, integrate new information with prior knowledge, and come to a reasoned conclusion
B.12.4 Assess the validity of different interpretations of significant historical events
B.12.10 Select instances of scientific, intellectual, and religious change in various regions of the world at different times in
history and discuss the impact those changes had on beliefs and values

Common Core State Standards for Literacy
Reading
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, attending to such features as the date
and origin of the information. (multiple-gist, document analysis)
2. Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key
events or ideas develop over the course of the text.(document analysis)
6. Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the same or similar topics, including which details
they include and emphasize in their respective accounts. (multiple-gist)
9. Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic in several primary and secondary sources. (multiple-gist)
Writing
1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. (textbook account)
2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or
technical processes. (textbook account)
9. Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. (textbook account)

Enduring Understandings
Students will understand that...
∑ China's early negative interactions with Western powers led to anti-foreign sentiment
and the rise of Communism in China.
∑ Mao Zedong's “Great Leap Forward” was a radical experiment in collectivization
that had disastrous short- and long-term consequences throughout China.
∑ The Cultural Revolution was intended to bring China together under Mao's policies
but ultimately created divisions between the educated and illiterate and the rural and
urban populations.
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Essential Questions
∑ How have the physical features of China's geography impacted regional government
and culture?
∑ How has the “mandate of heaven” and the dynastic cycle shaped Chinese history?
∑ How have Chinese belief systems, including Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism
shaped Chinese history and culture?
∑ From an historical perspective, was Mao's “Great Leap Forward” really a leap
forward for China?
∑ Why would Mao have called for a Revolution that attacked the revolutionaries of his
first major program?
Stage 2 - Assessment Evidence
Core Assessment
Textbook Article - Students write a textbook entry towards the end of the unit that covers
Maoist era in Chinese history. The textbook entry will focus on the Great Leap Forward and
the Cultural Revolution. This summative assessment will integrate both knowledge and
skills from multiple-gist and document analysis strategies. (rubric)
Other Assessment Evidence
Multiple-Gist summary (Great Leap emphasis)
Document analysis graphic organizers (Cultural Revolution emphasis)
Belief Systems of China character collages (formative performance assessment)
Belief Systems of China impact reflection (essential question: how have Confucianism,
Taoism, and Buddhism impacted modern Chinese history?)
Chinese physical geography quiz
Formative assessments to include exit passes, write-arounds, primary source reactions, and
informal observation
“Tank Man” video write around
Video guides, reading comprehension questions (with content-area excerpts)
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APPENDIX J: STUDENT SURVEY DATA EXPANDED
Figure J.1: Pre-Unit Student Perceptions of Instruction Effectiveness Table
3rd Hour 4th Hour 7th Hour All
Direct instruction (lecture, notes, presentations) 4.17

3.76

3.6

3.75

Cooperative learning (group work)

3.64

3.46

3.81

3.67

Textbook guided reading, textbook worksheets 3.28
or responses

3.13

3.2

3.18

Document analysis (primary or secondary
sources)

3.11

3.05

2.73

2.92

In-class reading assignments (articles, reading
excerpts, etc)

3.17

3.1

2.92

3.01

In-class writing assignments (responses,
summaries, etc)

3.17

2.68

2.92

2.9

Figure J.2: Pre-Unit Student Perceptions of Instruction Effectiveness Graph

In-class writing assignments (responses, summaries, etc)

In-class reading assignments (articles, reading excerpts, etc)

Document analysis (primary or secondary sources)
■ 3rd Hour
■ 4th Hour
■ 7th Hour

Textbook guided reading, textbook worksheets or responses

■ All Students

Cooperative Learning (group work)

Direct Instruction (lecture, notes, presentations)

0

1

2

3

4

5
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Figure J.3: Post-Unit Student Perceptions of Instruction Effectiveness Chart
3rd Hour 4th Hour 7th Hour All
Direct instruction (lecture, notes, presentations) 4.23

4.26

3.4

4.02

Cooperative learning (group work)

4.06

3.84

3.8

3.96

Textbook guided reading, textbook worksheets 3.54
or responses

2.89

2.55

2.96

Document analysis (primary or secondary
sources)

3.76

3.16

3.3

3.41

In-class reading assignments (articles, reading
excerpts, etc)

4

3.37

3.35

3.64

In-class writing assignments (responses,
summaries, etc)

4.06

3.42

3.6

3.73

Figure J.4: Post-Unit Student Perceptions of Instruction Effectiveness Graph
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Document analysis (primary or secondary sources)
■ 3rd Hour

■ 4th Hour
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■ All Students
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Figure J.5: Pre-Unit and Post-Unit Perception of Instruction Effectiveness Comparison
Table
Pre-Unit
Survey

Post-Unit
Survey

Direct instruction (lecture, notes, presentations)

3.75

4.02

Cooperative learning (group work)

3.67

3.96

Textbook guided reading, textbook worksheets or responses

3.18

2.96

Document analysis (primary or secondary sources)

2.92

3.41

In-class reading assignments (articles, reading excerpts, etc)

3.01

3.64

In-class writing assignments (responses, summaries, etc)

2.9

3.73

